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50 CENTS

5 j A Nutt for president?
D3 MSU students want leader with same qualities
By AMY WILSON
"I didn't expect this many stuStaff Writ*r
he said. "There arc more
dents,"
Accessible, visible and posstudents here than faculty the
sessing the vitality of Murray
other night."
State University football coach
remarked that he
One
----student
----Houstorr-Nutt—ate--3M0111—the--would like a president who could
to
qualities students would like
talk to the students on a personal
see in the next president.
basis.
About 50 Murray State stu"I remember Dr. Kurth coming
dents from various groups on
to our high school banquet at
campus met Wednesday night
Marshall County and talking with
with the-presidential search com- the seniors," said one student. "I
mittee to discuss Criteria for the
made the choice between Murray
next president of the university. State and a private college. Hay-Search--term m ittee--enairina-n- ins him talk to us made an
Sid Easley expressed his pleasure
impression."
at the large crowd, more than
double the number of faculty who
About 90 percent of the stuattended a similar meeting Sept. dents IA ho attended the meeting

about specific issues.
Another student mentioned that
he would like a president who is
familiar with the university and
the "mindset of the students."
"When I walked in here. I jokingty. said we need a Houston
Nutt," one student said, "He's not
from this area, but he goes door
to door and relates to the people.
lie came here, felt at home and
fit in perfectly."
Nutt's personality- also
impressed several minority
students.
"lie communicates with all the
students," a minority student
said. "tic came and spoke at a
freshman minority luncheon and
the students all felt very

gi We also need to find someone who
can earn people's respect like Coach
Nutt
...MSU student
are involved in sororities and
fraternities on campus.
Easley asked them how important it is for the president to
relate with the Greek
organizations.
"We need someone who understands what the Greek system is
like now, as compared to what it
was like in the '50s and '60s,"
one student said.
Having a perception of all the

subcultures at the university is.
also an important quality -.mentioned by the students.
"There needs to be someone
who has a- documented interest in
something like diversity and
multiculturalism," a student said.
She said this interest can be
determined by looking at what
the candidates have published
and reading newspaper accounts
to determine what they have said

cointoruhle."
Another student expressed a
desire to have a president who is
balanced and who can go out and
do the little_things that push him
over the top.
"I think a president should
want to get out and have fun,"
one student said. "He shouldn't
have a checklist that tells him lie
has to go out and greet students.
I'd be impressed if I saw our
president mowing his lawn; - I'd
even loan him my earphones."
Tlie sfedcnts also mentioned
the importance of having a president who can work well with the
board of regents.
IN See Page 3

Four caught in
Mayfield holdup

PRAYING AROUND THE FLAGPOLE
w-

By STACEY CROOK
_Statt. Writer

'•••••

Students from the
Calloway County
schools (left) and
the Murray schools
(nght) gathered at 7
a.m. Wednesday
morning at each
high school to pray
for family and
friends as well as
read scriptures.
YouthsAcross the
countrrmet at their
respective schools
to pray. This practice had been an
annual event since
1989 across the
United Slates. Stu'
dents in Calloway
County have been
meeting to pray
around the flagpole
since 1991.
STACEY CROOK
Ledge a Tsphotos
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The manhunt for the person wanted ID
connection with an armed robbery in May.
field is over. Charges have been filed against
four people in connection with the Wednesday - morning robbery.
- Four people received minor injuries during
the incident.
One man, later identified as William D.
Bradford, 28. Memphis, Tenn., eluded police
after he wrecked his vehicle and fled the
scene on foot.
Twenty-five officers along with a Kenlucky State Police helicopter with an infrared
camera and the K-9 unit searched the area
around Mayfield for more than seven hours.
According to reports, two men entered
Stone's Drug Store shortly before 8 a.m. and
demanded money from the store's cash
register. They also took jewelry and one
purse.
The air and ground search ended unsuccessfully at approximately 10 p.m. But,
officers did recover some of the merchandise
that was stolen.
Witnesses said two black males dressed in
black jumpsuits and black caps entered the
store on South Main Street and took an
undetermined amount of cash and jcwlery.
When authorities were contacted, a search
began for a black and brown Chevrolet Blazer. Around 2 p.m., a Mayfield police officer
spotted a Blazer fitting that description at the
Holiday Inn on Ky. 121.
.A check of the license plate revealed the
vehicle was stolen from Georgia.
When officers went inside the hotel, the
Blazer and another vehicle, a maroon Chevy

_

• See Page 2

Muslim-Serb talks lead to agreement Officers crack down on vandalism

doesn't spell out clearly whether
GENEVA (AP) — Bosnian
the withdrawal of one state -would
new
a
signed
Serbs and Muslims
agretment today to stop the fight- require the approval of the- other
two.
ing in Bosnia-Herzegovina, clearThe previous agreement
signpossible
the
for
way
the
ing
required all three parties to agree
ing of a peace package.
on any withdrawal.
Talks on the peace accord
Today's agreement, together
broke down two weeks ago over
a Muslim-Croat cease-fire
for
with
deTnands
Muslim
the issue of
more land. The new agreement accord signed Tuesday in Geneva
by Bosnian President Alija Izetattempts to leave the issue of who
bcgovic and Croatian President
gets what territory until after the
Tudjman, would be added
Franjo
peace agreement is signed.
to the peace package already
Under the Serb-Muslim agreenegotiated.
ment today, within two years
The Muslim-Serb document
after Bosnia is divided into Serb.
said the whole package could be
Croat and Muslim ministates, a
signed Tuesday at a meeting of
referendum could be held on secession from the union by any of the leaders of the warring parties
in Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital.
the three states.
After the signing, under the
The new accord says such a
Muslim-Serb and Muslim-Croat
referendum must be held on a
agreements. working groups
mutually agreed date. But unlike
the original peace agreement, would iron out the remaining differences over the borders of Boswhich fell apart Sept. 1, it

LLJ

nia among the three ethnic
ministatcs.
The earlier agreement required
land disputes to be solved before
the accord was signed. That led
to a breakdown in talks, when
Muslims demanded more land,
including a Muslim corridor to
the Adriatic Sea through croatheld territory:The Muslim-Serb accord's provision for a referendum in all
three states "on the question of
whether citizens of any particular
republic agree to remain in the
union" reflects a long-standing
Serb demand.
Bosnian Serbs want to link up
their territory with neighboring
Serb-dominated Yugoslavia to
form a Greater Serbia,
"We have made progress,"
said Lord Owen, the European
Community's mediator.

Authorities are cracking
down on vandalism in Calloway
County.
Damage to equipment owned
by West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative is reaching an
all-time high.
Mike Alderdiec. WKRECC
manager, said a one-time incident caused approximately
$29.000 in damage.
"We have frequent shootings
to several powerlines, indicators
and transformers in Calloway
County," he said.
The worst cases of vandalism
have been in Calloway and
Marshall counties, according to
Alderdice.
He said vandalism to electric

"We will prosecute them,"
Alderdice said.
Work by the private investigators has yielded one arrest
thus far in Calloway County.
Bobby' The Kriegbaum of
New 'Concord wis- 1-arrested

FORUM

• Murray City Council will meet in
special session Thursday at 730pm in
the council chambers of city hall

• Managing Editor Gina Hancock questions an upcoming meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court. Neither the
magistrates nor the media have any idea
why the meeting was called

Page 4

Wednesday on a
County grand jury
chafging him with
criminal mischief,
felony.

Calloway
indictment
first-degree
a class D

Kriegbaum was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail in lieu of
$5,000 cash or approved surety
bond.
Deputy Stan Scott said most
of the vandalism is done with
firearms.
"A lot of people seem to be
shooting at transformers." he
said.
Equipment used by WRECC
is very expensive. Most damage
estimates constitute_ felony
charges if a person in arrested
in connection with an incident.
111 See Pegs 2

BRIEFLY...

SPORTS

MEETINGS

•Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board will miet Thursday at 530 p m at
the board room

equipment ultimately causes a
power outage.
"Sometimes the equipment is
not used until it is needed as a
back up when a problem arises.
If it's been shot, then you've
got big problems," he said.
In an effort to reduce vandalism and catch offenders, the
electric company has hired
K.T.I. and Associates, a private
investigative service', to help
locate vandals and gather evidence so that persons can be
prosecuted.

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

II Ron Gant hit a three-run homer in the
bottom of the ninth to give Atlanta a 7-6
win over Cincinnati and give the Braves
a 3'4 game lead in he National taeague
West

Page 10
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Officials seek leader familiar with regional universities •Officers crack...
•

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A discussion about whether a
consultant should be used by the
Murray State University presidential search committee kicked
off the meeting with a crowd of
about 45 deans, vice presidents
and departmental chairmen Wednesday night.
"1 have observed searches with
and without consultants and there
are at least two advantages of
using a consultant." said Dr. Jim
Booth, provost and vice president
for academic and student affairs.
"The consultant enables the
board to get a viable and reasonable pool of candidates: it takes a
tremendous amount of time and
energy and a consultant can lake
the burden off during the early
stages," Booth said. "The consul-

tent can also do an appropnate
and thorough check of the
credentials."
Search committee chairman
Sid Easley told the group that if a
consultant is not used, people
within the university will have to
be used.
Dr. Joe Cartwright, dean of
humanistic studies, said he is not
opposed to a consultant, but said
the responsibility lies with the
board of regents and the search
committee.

"I think it is awfully easy to let
the consultant do the initial
screening," he said. "I think it's
the board's responsibility to hire
the president, but if it wants to
hire a consultant, then the board
needs to keep a close eye on him.
"I'd feel more comfortable if
the screening is done more thoroughly by the individuals who
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FROM PAGE 1
arc nuking the decision '
Committee member Wells
Loveu said when the pool of candidates has been narrowed down,
the committee plans to visit the
places where the candidates
work.
"We are going to drop in and
say we want to know about this
person," Lovett said. "We've got
the time and we are going to goe
it."
Easley told the group he thinks
a consultant would help in the
initial screening process.
Dr. Bill Price, assistant dean of
education and graduate coordinator, said he supports the idea of
the committee making visits to
the candidates' places of
employment.
"I am very heartened by your
effon to do that," he said. "If you
ask the right questions on the
campuses, you can find the
answers."
When asked to express v.hat
qualities they think a president
should possess, an understanding
of the academic community was
mentioned.
Dr. Thomas Gray, chairman of
the department of graphic arts
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technology, said the person must
be able to secure funds for. the
programs to operate.
"The person must understand
the academic community; one
who doesn't can't do well," he
said. "Having experience in the
classroom and being able to present programs of the university
are important."
Dr. Gary Hunt, dean of fine
arts and communication, said he
would like to .wiark for a leader
who has had exiienence at a fouryear regional university like Murray State.
"I don't think experience at a
land grant college or a small college is what we need," he said.
Dr. Hughic Lawson, bachelor
of independent studies director,
said he thinks a person who is
familiar with a campus like Murray State will make the transition
easier.
"Anyone who comes to an
institution must spend time learning about it and anyone who
hasn't worked in a college
doesn't know what it is like on
the inside," Lawson said. "If the
person knows a place like it, he
will learn it faster."
Dr. Vi Miller, dean of continuing education, said it is critical
the university have a president
who has roots in a structure like
MSU.
"It gives him a chance to hit
the ground running if he comes
out of the same background," she
said.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, assistant
dean of fine arts and communication, said he would like a president who can delegate
effectively.
• "My ideal president has vision
and is able to maintain that vision'
and can develop and promote
trust," he said. "The thing I have
yearned for is we have a lot of
competent people and I would
like to see them doing what they
are capable of doing."
Cartwright told the committee
that he wants a president who can
work with the board of regents.
"I feel strongly that the- most
important thing is to make darn
sure that we get someone the
board can work with." he said. "I
encourage you not to settle on a
compromise candidate."
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of
the department of geosciences,
said the job description of the
President will be determined by
the job description of the provost.
"The role of the provost is
going to help the president hit the
ground running," he said. "If the
description of the provost
clOnges, we may need a person
with a stronger academic
background."
Dr. Jim Hammack, chairman of
the department of history, said
the president has two roles that
cannot be avoided.
"He must be an academic leader and set the academic agenda
and he must be the representative
and spokesman with the outside
constituencies," Hammack said.
"You can set the academic
agenda and hire someone to help,
but no one else can take the place
of the academic leader," he said.
Cartwright said that the president clearly need to know. how
to ask the right questions in order
to avoid being snowed.

Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

The sheriff's department and
other agencies investigate each
report of vandalism. Scou said.
WKRECC is encouraging
persons with knowledge of vandalism to report the offenders.
Alderdice said the cooperative
is offenng a reward of up to
$500 for information that leads
to the arrest and prosecution of
offenders.
Alderdice said the loss of
revenue, equipment damage and
repair and maintainence costs
are becoming overwhelming.
"That is not to mention the
bad publicity," he said. "Every,ine thinks the problems are our

"We are trying to prevent
this. If we could stop it, I'd be
tickled to death." he said.
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the
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•Four caught...
FROM PAGE 1
Impala fled the scene.
State and Mayfield police followed the Blazer 15 miles down
the Purchase Parkway until it
wrecked in the median near Fulton and the foot pursuit began.
The Impala's occupants were
apprehended a brief time later at
the Super 8 Motel, north of the
Holiday Inn.
A juvenile and a woman were
taken into custody at that time.
Bradford was picked up at
12:26 a.m. Thursday on Ky. 45
near Wingo after state police
received a tip that a man fitting
his description was walking down
the highway, said Trooper Chuck
Robertson, public information
officer.
Troopers Clint Davis and Tom
Attin took Bradford to the Mayfield Police Department where he
was- positively identified as the
man who had eluded them. Mayfield officers arrested Bradford.
Cpl. DeWayne Redmon, Mayfield police public information
officer, said charges on the four
people believed to be involved in
the robbery were filed Thursday
morning.
Vickie Nunnally, 31, address

eno
Pov
said
v.ifi

unknown, was charged with one
count of receiving stolen property
over S100.
Bradford was charged with 10
counts of first-degree robbery,
one count of receiving stolen
property over S100 and one count
of wanton endangerment.
Nunnally and Bradford were
allegedly in the Blazer that was
seen at, the Holiday Inn.
Willie May Seawood, 24.
address unknown, was charged
with possession of a handgun by
a convicted felon, possession of
marijuana under eight ounces and
receiving stolen property over
S100.
A 17-year-old juvenile, no
address available, was charged
with 10 counts of first-degree
robbery, three counts of firstdegree wanton endangerment,
two counts of assault, one count
of -receiving stolen- property-over-- S100, one count of carrying a
concealed weapon and one count
of possession of marijuana. over
eight ounces.
Seawood and the juvenile were
in the Chevy Impala.
Redmon said more charges
may be filed later. An investigation is continuing.
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Need Line serves growing
population in community
By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Association spent $1,227.34
in July and $1,366.46 in August
for assistance to clients, said
Kathie Gentry, executive director,
in her report to the Need Line
Board on Monday.
Gentry said the needs for
clients in Murray and Calloway
County continue to grow each
month. "We become frustratedat
the needs that are requested in
our office each day," Gentry
added. This Money spent was for utilities, transportation, medical, rent,
food and other needs. Also during
the month of August, 152 families were assisted with furnishing
school supplies for children
entering school who were unable
to purchase notebooks, crayons,
etc. Most of these items were
donated by local citizens as an

appeal was issued for these
supplies.
The board expressed appreciation to.Kenlake State Park for the
funds given Need Line from proceeds of the Hot August Blues
program on Aug. 29. Gentry and
board members were present at
the program and sold watermelon
as a money making project.
Gentry, along with Donnie
Guess, ,student worker, said the
pantry needs at present include
canned fruit, canned meats, powdered milk, canned or bulk dry
beans, instant potatoes, instant
rice, toilet paper and soap. These
are used to fill baskets for clients
needing food and other supplies.
Food or other donated items
may he brought to the Need Line
office, located on the bottom
floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
753-6331.
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There are times when power
outages are due to some problem with the electric system.
However, Alderdice said so
many things can go wrong and
some of it can be controlled.
"But it's bad when you have
a shooting on top of that," he
said.
A private investigator is still
working on other cases of vandalism. Alderdice said they
have several suspects in connection- with the -vandalism.

Chuck Roast

$1.85 lb
$1.79 lb
$2.19 lb.

lust as there are many different types of farming
operations, there are many different ways to
insure those farms. Shelter has all-inclusive
package policies that include broad multi-risk
coverages; or can write more specific
coverages such as fire,
lightning, wind and
hail storm.
Describe your
farm to us;
well describe a
policy to protect It

USDA Choice Top

Sirloin Steak

$4.29 lb

Fresh

Only $248
'Powerful 2 level Wash
94 Cycles • from Heavy Soil to Rinse
-Energy-saving Air Dry Option
'Fully -extendable. Easy to t oad Racks
•Available in white

Dry

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray
753-1713

Beef Stew
Cube Steaks

$2.29 lb
$2.79 lb

We have Genuine Columbo Brand Sour
Dough Bread & Rolls from San Francisco.

Harold "Jack" Romaino
LIcaneed in KY I T14
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

Mon -Fri 9 a.m.-6 p.m.: Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m

"Quality and Service are #1"

Well always be there for you.
Shyster Insurance Cos Home Office 1817 W Broadway Columbia MO 65218
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Fugitive
Mild-tempered Oregon chef ends 23-year secret life

en power
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BOSTON (AP) — For months,
Katherine Ann Power struggled
to reconcile her desire for freedom with her need to answer for.
her actions as a young anti-war
radical.
As she stood in court 23 years
after the bank robbery that sent
her into hiding, her family
struggled too — torn between joy
at the reunion, pride in her decision, sorrow at her fate.
Power, 44, pleaded guilty to .
charges of manslaughter and
armed robbery in state court in
the Sept. 23, 1970, robbery and
killing of a police officer.
"This building isn't big
enough to contain my grief,"
Power-- husband, Ron Duncan,
said, fighting back tears as his
wife calmly surrendered.
Power, 44. had lived since
1977 in Oregon, under the name
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Alice Mazinger. There she raised
a son, worked as a chef, taught
cooking classes, paid her taxes.
Duncan.-57, married Power a
year ago after a I3-year relationship, apparently aware of the
truth.
Her closest brush with the law
was in 1974, when authontics
figured out one of her aliases, her
lawyer said. The FBI dropped her
from its most-wanted list in June
1984 for lack of leads.
On Wednesday, the ruse ended.
After 18 months of negokiations.
she surrendered.
"I look at this as the end of an
era, if you will. It's kind of like
closing a book," said Boston
Police Commissioner William
Bratton.
Power's 14-year-old son,
Jaime. learned his mother's true
story about a month ago. Power

held a farewell party and revealed
her secret to friends three days
before she surrendered.
In federal court Wednesday,
she pleaded innocent to theft of
government property. She was
held without bond in the Suffolk
County Jail. Sentencing was set
for Oct. 6. Power's attorficy, Rikki Klicman; indicated Power would
spend less than five years in prison under a state court plea agreement. Federal prosecutor. Brian
Kelly said he would recommend
a five-year term concurrent with
any state sentence.
Power, fellow Brandeis student
Susan Saxe and three ex-convicts
took 526.585, purportedly to
finance a revolutionary army,
from the State Street Bank and
Trust Co.
Until the surrender, Power's

parents hadn't heard from her
since before she drove a getaway
car in the robbery that claimed
the life of 42-year-old Officer
Walter Schroeder Sr.
"We didn't know if she was
alive or not," said Power's
mother, Marjorie Power, 71, of
Grand Junction, Colo. "It was a
thrill. We showed her all the family that she hasn't seen. We had
scrapbooks and everything."
Power said she decided to surrender after she began treatment
for depression 18 months ago and
grappled with the question of
how "someone such as Myself
could commit such outrageously
illegal acts."
Schroeder's "death Was shocking to me, and I have had to examine my conscience and accept
any responsibility I have for
events that led to it PoWer said

in a statement.
Francis Schroeder, 49, of
Revere, a nephew of the officer,
said he believes Power has paid a
price and imagines she is 3 different person now.
"My own concern is tor her
14-year-old son who is going to
suffer when she goes to jail,"
Schroeder said. "I was taught to
forgive and that's the way I feel.
I hope she trul) is remorseful and
doesn't have an underlying reason for turning herself in."
Her attorneys painted Power as
a classic protester, guilty of civil
disobedience. But they also said
she was "a naive young woman,
unduly influenced by individuals
she respected."
Power, a banker's daughter,
was the valedictorian of her high
school class and a National Merit
Scholarship finalist. She wrote a

youth column for a local paper,
won a Betty Crocker Homemaker
Award for her recipes and sewing, and went to Brandeis on a
four-year scholarship.
Power spent several years on
the run with Saxe, who was
arrested in Philadelphia in 1975.
They reportedly had evaded capture for several years by hiding
out in women's communes.

S.

One of the three men involved
in the robbery is serving a life
sentence, another has been
released and a third Was killed in
prison when a bomb he was making as part of an escape plan
exploded.
Jacob Cohen, professor of
'American Studies at Brandeis
who knew- Saxe and Power, said
they believed a revolution was
going to take place in America.

Power had lived in Lexington near UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
fugitive who turned herself in
after 23 years in hiding spent
several months in Kentucky in
1974 before !caving abruptly,
acquaintances told the Lexington
Herald-Leader.
Five Lexington women and
one Lexington man were sent to
jail for contempt of court in
March 1975 when they refused to
testify before a federal grand jury
about Katherine Ann Power and
her accomplice, Susan -Saxe.
Power.- 44-; ende-d her more
than two decades in hiding Wed-

mile, no
charged
rst-degree
of firstIgerment,
one count
N-ny-over
arrying a
one .count
uana over

owner in 3 small Oregon town.
nesday by surrendering in
She told her 14-year-old son only
Boston.
month ago. Her lawyers
3
mostnation's
Once among the
arranged the surrender over
wanted fugitives, Power pleaded
recent months.
guilty in a Massachusetts courSaxe. Power's one-time Brantroom to reduced charges of manUniversity roommate, was
deis
slaughter and armed robbery in
arrested in 1975 and eventually
connection with a 1970 bank robpleaded guilty to manslaughter.
bery in which a policeman was
was paroled in 1982.
She
with
charged
been
had
She
slain.
While in Lexington. Porter was
first-degree murder.
known as "May Kelley."
Power shrew a going-away parNone of the Lexington resity at her home Sunday to reveal
her idenuty to friends who had -dents who refused to testify could
known her only by the atiag-Atice -- he reached for comm-ent
Wednesday.
Metzinger, a cook and restaurant

Power and Saxe lived together
near the University of Kentucky
campus and quickly built a small
circle of friends who shared their
radical feminist and anti-war convictions, the Lexington newspaper retwice.

:Mk were
charges
investiga-

The story was that they had
bicycled to Lexington from Connecticut during several months.
said Guy Mendes, a producer at
Kentucky Educational Television.
Saxe, known as "Lena Paley,"

was a fiercely strident feminist
who regarded all men suspiciously at best, said Barry Bleach,
founder of Alfalfa's and one of
the restaurant's original coowners.
Nobody suspected Paley had
gained notoriety ot a much darker
kind,
Power, a taller, .dark-haired

Then as Saxe worked behind
the counter one day, the phone
rang, Bleach said. Saxe answered,
and in seconds her face grew
hard.

woman, Caine into the restaurant
work each

Not until a week after Saxe
Bleach
bolted from Alfalfa's
discover her true identity.

to pick up Saxe alter
day. Bleach said.

"I gotta go," she told Bleach.
ripping off her apron. She ran out
the door, and Bleach has not seen
her since.
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msu p-oto
1993 Golden Horseshoe were honored Wednesday during Founders Day at Murray State University. 1993
winners Dan Shipley, Pat McCuiston and Wilson Gantt are pictured with MSU president Dr. Ronald Kurth.
Not pictured is James Davis, who was unable to attend.
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MSU students...
FROM PAGE 1
• "Even before the students
come into the picture, the president must be able to have a good
relationship with the board," a
student said. "The president
should pay attention to all the
small details."
Finding a president with a
"sparkle in his eye,'a firm handshake and who is able to remember your name"- is also on many
students' lists.
"Maybe we are looking for a
politician," one student said.
"One who knows bookwork and
has social skills."
Other students mentioned crea-

tivity, diplomacy and having connections state-wide as important
qualities.
"We also need to find someone
who can earn people's respect
like Coach Nutt," one student
said. "He lost the first two battles, but people still respect him."
Easley thanked the students for
coming to the meeting, which
lasted more than an hour.
"We will not have a meeting
where more can be said than was
said here," he said.

regent Brian Vanliorn and faculty segent Frank Julian, has been
meeting with various university
constituencies in order to gather,
input about what qualities a new
president should have. Board
chairman James Butts serves as
an ex-officio member.
The committee is looking for a
new president who will serve
upon the expiration of President
Ronald J. Kunh's contract in July
1994.

The committee will meet Sept.
21 in the Curris Center with the
The search committee, which Staff Congress at 5 p.m. and
consists of regents Easley, Wells -.with alumni, foundation members
Lovett, Beverly Ford, student and the general public at 7 p.m.
•

CHERI THEATRES
1008 Chestnut
Murray, KY
753-3314

Man Without A Face (pc13)
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FROM OUR READERS
What motivates 'public servants'?
Dear Editor:
Since my becoming a member of United We Stand America,
about a year ago, my sensitivity to government wrongdoing has
been heightened. This "sensitivity" has' turned my attitude from a
negative notion that "there is nothing I can do about it," to a positive hope that something can be done about it. Through UWSA I
have come to meet many good, decent and honest people, both
Democrat and Republican_ The common thread among these
UWSA members is their belief in and general adherence to the values of Christianity. There is also the prevailing belief that Ross
Perot is the only person on the political scene with the integrity and
general wherewithal to re-instill in we Americans the need to stand
up and be counted.
My original purpose in writing this letter was to comment on the
more recent fiasco of our State Legislature to build a new and very
expensive office building in Frankfort, to accommodate their office
needs while in session, about six weeks every two years. To construct a building which would remain unused for all but six weeks
in 104 is truly a "dumb" plan. It is almost as absurd as the Murray
City Government paying out S75,000 to some person to administer
a recent Federal Grant of $750,000; or the building of a new City
Government Complex in the present city park.
With this information, my meditation sponsored the questions:
What motivates these public servants, anyhow? How is it possible
for so many public office holders to have such high disregard for
the interest of their constituents?" It's not ignorance; it can't possibly be contempt, for the contempt would have to be absolute, and
totally evil, with a bent toward purposeful self destruction, and I
reject this for the conclusion is too horrible to ponder. So, I have
now concluded that the developing personality of my 20-month-old
granddaugther best personifies our legislators' malady. Bethany,
my granddaughter, considers her very own point of view on every
matter, with little if any regard for her parents' objectives. Good
parents will alter this proclivity as growth and development
progress.
Our baby-boomer legislators were raised under the influence of
Dr. Spock, and others of the then emerging discipline of psychology which tutored the notion that correcting a child's propensity for
self-interest would leave permanent damage to his personality.
Conclusion: Spock and others were wrong. Next election, I
intend to damage the personality of every officeholder that has not
held the nation's interest paramount to their own, for this is what
public servants do.
Edsel Proctor
Rt. 5, Box 215, Murray

O.K., here's your notice that
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet Sept 28 at 1
p.m.
Why are they meeting outside
their regularly scheduled —
every second Tuesday of the
month — meeting, you ask?
I don't know.
O.K. WC. I'm supposed to
know. But Judge/Executive
George Weaks wouldn't tell
reporter Amy Wilson.
So how am I supposed to know
whether or not I want to go to the
meeting, you ask.
Maybe if you talk nicely to
Judge Weaks he will tell you.
Well, I'll just call my magistrate, you counter.
Good luck. Amy asked the four
of them and they all feigned
ignorance.
No doubt this is poor
government.
But it goes beyond that.
It is against Kentucky's open
meetings law.
Under KRS 61.823(3), the fiscal court is required to provide
written notice of the special
meeting which consists of the
date, time, and place — and the
agenda.
Let's speculate about the
meeting.
It could be abcwt the jail.
After all, on Tuesday Judge
Weaks named six people to conduct a feasibility study on the
facility.
Weaks made sure he stressed
that a jail would not be built'during his administration.
That's a news flash. He has
made that clear for the last two
years. What kind of building did
he think could be constructed in
the last three and a half months
of his administration?
I guess a pup tent would do in
a pinch.
The Sept. 28 meeting could be
about 911 emergency service.
State police representatives were
at Tuesday's meeting but they
didn't bring up any business. The

Grieved by 'whims of politics' at MSU

F.
4

Dear Editor:
I am a former student and graduate of Murray State University
and, since I was born and reared in Calloway County, I feel that the
university is very much a part of me. I am now past 93 years of age
and had a small part in making this establishment a reality.
I have watched over the years from the establishment of the university and the administration of Dr. John W. Can to the present
time how local and state politics have seemingly made it a game as
the whims of politics seem to make use of our public institutions.
But by 1993 it seems that it is time our politicians "grow up" and
let this potentially great educational institution grow up too.
It grieves me very much, as I am sure it does every conscientious
educator who has been inspired by thc years he or she has spent at
Murray State, to see political practitioners still using this institution
in this shameful fashion.
The Louisville Courier-Journal headline of this date (9/1 2/93)
does not give us any immediate assurance of any •change soon —
"Could anyone do top job at Murray?"
Floyd Hall
1009 N. 3rd Street, Bardstown 40004

Musical salute a rousing success
Dear Editor:
"A Musical Salute to the 1940s" was a rousing success at Murray's Playhouse in the Park this past weekend. Pete Lancaster's
cabaret ensemble entertained with a briskly paced two hours of
treasured songs and tunes.
We of WKMS arc grateful for the wonderful show done partly
on behalf of the jazz programming unit of 91.3 FM in honor of our
colleague Bobby Bryan. He and Terri celebrated life with this
"good stuff' which you all performed with so much affection.
Thanks to each of you who made the show a treat. What a
talented community you are.
Kate Lochte, interim station director
WKMS-FM Radio, Murray State University

10M. TAKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger & nines Managing Editor
county plans to use the state
police post to dispatch 911 calls.
It could be about re-decorating
the courthouse.
It could be about anything.
What is served by keeping the
meeting secret? .
To spite the media? That might
be reason enough but the Ledger
& Times is not the one ultimately
hurt by such game playing.
It will be the taxpayers of Calloway County.
Maybe a few days before the
Sept. 28 meeting Judge Wcaks
will reveal the purpose of the
meeting and then we can report
it.
If you are lucky enough to
wrangle the meeting secret from
him, give me a call and then
there will be three people in Calloway County who will know
why the 'fiscal court will be
meeting.
•

•

•

•

The Calloway County school
board adjourned in record time
Tuesday night at 8:30.
That is the shortest meeting
that I can remember the group
having. There is just one thing
that bothered me about the regular monthly meeting.
Parents from East Elementary
School attended the meeting to
discuss the mold problem at the
school.
According to our reporter Amy
Wilson, after brief discussion
Assistant Superintendent Johnny
Bohannon was asked to step out
into the hallway to tell the
parents the district's concerns as
well as to share some proposed
solutions.

Any concerned citizen attending the meeting, along with Amy-,
was then presented with a dilemma. Do I stay here and listen to
the rest of the board meeting or
do I go out in the hallway and
hear the dialogue between
Bohannon and the parents?
The public and the meila
should not have to attempt to
make such a choice.
The action also kept the
parents from continuing dialogue
with the board and administration
about the problem.
Most people would probably
say this is no big deal, but it is
something I hope the board will
reconsider in the future.
•

•

•

•

It is scary when the public is
denied access to a report on a
public agency.
It is even scarier when the
report is generated by the state
Justice Cabinet.
In an open records request
Tuesday, the Ledger & Times
was denied access to what the
Justice Cabinet terms a "preliminary" report on the Western
Area Narcotics Team.
That 40-page report was scaled
down last week when the department issued a revised copy of
only 26 pages in length.
WANT is a drug-enforcement
program funded by a $200,000
federal grant and involves 20 area
police agencies, including the
Murray City Police and the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. The Paducah Police
Department manages the budget
and the program for the other law
enforcement agencies.

Earlier this year. Paducah's
management of the program was
criticized, as well as the investigative methods used by some of
the investigators. Capt. Bill Gordon was removed as director of
the program.
During his tenure, he allegedly
secretly tape recorded many government officials, including Murray's Police Chief _Larry Elkins.
The Justice Cabinet report evidently outlined the • problems of
the program and outlined changes
that must be followed in order for
WANT to continue receiving
funds.
Neither Elkins nor any other
participating agency has seen the
original report. They haven't seen
the revised report for that matter.
Paducah Police Chief L.V.
McGinty originally said this summer that WANT would meet and
he would share the report with
the other agencies at that time.
They would also jointly come up
with solutions to be presented to
the Justice Cabinet.
That meeting never took place
and McGinty later told the Paducah Sun that he didn't need help
in preparing his response to the
report.
The original report must have
been something else because
Paducah Mayor Gerry Montgomery, City Manager Jim Pennington and McGinty all paid a visit
to Justice Secretary Billy
Wellman.
Wellman has denied that he
was pressured into making
changes in the report.
Everyone has been denied
access to the original report on
the grounds that it was
"preliminary."
What is going on? Are we a
part of this organization or not?
Should we continue participation
if our agencies are denied access
to basic information about the
organization?
WANT meets Friday and maybe some things will be cleared up
then.

GUEST EDITORIAL

Clinton actions louder than words
Dear Editor:
A recent letter, which you titled "Condemns the 'incite hate' tactics," bashed Bob Dole and admonished Christians for disagreeing
with President Clinton. Because of its hypocrisy, this letter could
be considered a joke if it was not such a sad commentary on modern Christianity.
Somehow, I do not think the writer was pained over the daily
bashings of the past 12 years of conservatives such as Presidents
Reagan and Bush and Vice President Quayle. Probably the most
maligned was Dan Quayle for his Christian commitment. Do the
writer and her liberal cohorts have a monopoly on criticism?
I thank God that there are people like Pat Buchanan, Cal Thomas, Pat Robertson, James Dobson, Chuck Colson and even Rush
Limbaugh — to name a few — who will stand up against the
immorality that Mr. Clinton so strongly embraces and advances
with both his appoinkments and legislation.
The writer considers Mr. Clinton "a totally devout Christian." He
may be, but his actions show otherwise, and they speak louder than
words. Mr. Clinton's touchy-fcely, lip-quivering, teary-eyed compassion is manifested through an amoral/immoral social agenda that
can be found in the New Age/Humanism section of any bookstore
— not in the Bible. Let's not contuse it with Christianity.
Mary Cowan
Route 8, Box 389, Murray

Sept. 8. The Star-Ledger, Newark, N.J.. on downsizing
the government:
One thing American taxpayers could always count on when a new
president moved into the White House was that his pledge to reduce
the bloated federal bureaucracy invariably would wind up as
unfulfilled campaign blather. Not only has the government payroll not
been cut, it has, in fact, continued to grow under fiscally conservative
Republican presidents as well as their free-spending liberal Democratic counterparts.
President Clinton says that no longer will be the base with his
administration: Not only will he stop any escalation of government,
but he will reduce the employee rolls and make the government work
better. To do so, he has assigned Vice President Al Gore to "rein-

vent" government, a process launched
by the White House with
great hoopla....
While the plan no doubt will have broad support among Americans
who pay the bills, that may not be the case in Congress, which will
have final approval on slightly more than half of the administration's
cost-cutting proposals. Given the restive mood of taxpayers about to
be hit with new tax hikes, their representatives on Capitol Hill should
find it politically expedient this time to be economy minded. ...
Reinventing government is a necessity at this late stage. It should
be clearly evident to an insular Washington establishment that Americans are entitled to a better return on their tax dollars than they have
been getting form an inefficient, excessively expensive federal
bureaucracy.

Clinton's `new beginning'
President Clinton's first official
appearance after returning from his
vacation was at a White House
prayer breakfast. The more than 100
guests were mostly liberal — religious leaders who had been gnashing their teeth in political darkness
during the Reagan and Bush
administrations.
Clinton said he would try hard "to
create a new sense of common
purpose." That does not mean, he
said, "that we have to minimize our
diversity, pretend that we don't have
deep convictions or run away from
our honest disagreements." Instead,
it means "that we must find a way to
talk with respect with one another
about those things with which ,we
disagree and to find the emotional-as
well as intellectual freedom to work
together when we can."
At the breakfast the President
made some good points, and some
of his comments deserve consideration. "If people of faith treat issues
about which they disagree as nothing more than a cause for a
screaming match, then we also
trivialize religion in our Country."
he said. And he correctly noted that
government "can't possibly do anything for anybody in this country
unless they're willing to do something for themselves'.., you cannot
change fornebody's life from the
outside in unless there is also some
change from the inside out."
Every President sooner or later
gets around to using God as one of
his special assistants. Republicans

('AL'S 11 IOLG I ITS

and Democrats, liberals and conservatives have done it. Richard Nixon
used to hold Sunday services in the
White House. He would invite "politically correct" clergy who never
questioned his policies. Lyndon
Johnson sought the help of various
clergy as he fought the Vietnam
War abroad and increasing antiwar
sentiment at home. President Reagan enjoyed the almost universal
approval of conservative evangelical pastors and lay people. Alf
Presidents try to baptize their policies as if God needed government to
achieve His purposes, which the
Scriptures say are not"Man's ways."
President Clinton seems to have
taken a page from Jimmy Carter
(including a demonstration of humility when Clinton acknowledged
that some of his policies could be
wrong). Clinton, like Caner,comes
from a Baptist background. but not
all Baptists arc the same. Carter and
Clinton belong to the "moderate"
wing of the denomination, which
•often secs government as redeemer
and the facilitator of a liberalpolitical agenda.
Along theft lines, there is one

serious flaw in Clinton's otherwise
commendable remarks. It is his
contention that government can create the "common good" in America.
In fact it is not government but'we
the people" who create the common
good — by acting responsibly, by
making millions of -personal decisions that can collectively project
goodness in our society.
Perhaps the most revealing comment made by the President was that
od's will is "difficult to know,
even harder to do." This view is
what divided those who believe that
God had enough strength left over
after creating the universe to cause
those He had created to accurately
write down how we could fincl,Him
and what He required of us from
those who believe the Bible is a
collection of nice thoughts, some of
them "inspired," which need our
interpretation to bring them up to
date.
The policies and lifestyles that
emanate from exhoof these views
arc irreconcilable because they begin at different sources and lead to
different conclusions. Chief among
these differences is the purpose DI

government. The conservative theological view' is that we need government because we are sinners. If we
will not be constrained from within
by the presence and power of God,
we must be restrained from without
by the power of the state, acting as
God's agent, in order to conform
people to a standard of righteousness and thus to promote the general
welfare. The other side considers
government to be a savior, supporting us financially, healing our ills,
creating our morality — doing the
work that was traditionally the province of individual responsibility,
the family and the church.
President Clinton grew up in the
"God is dead" generation, in which
many people thought they could do
without God. Recently, a number of
prominent children of this era have
been trying to "resurrect God." To
those who never buried Him, this
new "god" is unrecognizable —
made in the image of man rather
than the reverse. Cynics could dismiss this new spirituality as an
insincere political tactic, and it may
turn out to be just that.
But President Clinton has
pledged to hold a series of informal
meetings with religious leaders, inchiding some of a more conservative stripe. One hopes these will
have a positive impact on his life. As
for the impact they will make on
public policy, consider the forma
Presidents 0and don't hold your
breath. `
S
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ARTS
Exhibit
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PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH

Murray artist featured'
at Yeiser Art Center

aducah's

LalII was

investisome of
Bill Corrector of

The "Influences of Rabun Gap:
Weaving of Mary Hambidge and
Phil's Alvic" will be on display
at the Yeiser Art Center.
Mary Hambidge (1885-1973)
learned to weave in Greece in the
1920s. She lived in the northeast
Georgia mountains .for 40 years
where she developed a weaving
business under the name of "The
Weavers of Rabun."
During those years she
designed and wove all of her own
clothing and supervised the production of yardage and small
woven items. In her lifetime she
established a foundation in honor
of her husband that now maintains an artists' colony on her
mountain property.
Murray artist Philis Alvic has
chosen weaving as the mechanism to express her vision. All of
her work is entirely loom controlled as she uses complex
weave structures and manipulates
color and texture to produce twodimensional wall pieces. Early
American coverlet designs and
other traditional textiles have
been the starting point for much
of Alvic's work.
For the past 20 years, she has
maintained a.studio for the study
of textiles, for writing and
wea V.I ng
Alvic is a graduate of the
-School of the Art Institute of:
Chicago and has done graduate
studies in textiles at Winthrop
College in South Carolina. She
has conducted workshops and
participated in group and solo
exhibitions throughout the United
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States and is the recipient of
grants from the Humanities
Councils of Kentucky. Tennessee
and North Carolina.
Alvic has published numerous
articles in weaving and fiberrelated magaiines.
Alvic first went to The Hambidge Center in 198g. Since that
time, she has done extensive
research on the life and work of
Mary Hambidge. The experience
of spending time in the summers
at The Hambidge Center and her
research strongly influenced the
direction of her woven textiles.
The work of these two artists
are being shown together for the
first time. Both of these women
were very influenced by the
mountains of Rahun Gap.
A kern sense of color and sensitivity to design is exhibited in
the work of both of these women.
A reception will be held from
2 to 4 p.m. Sept 19 to kick off
the exhibit, which will continue
through Oct. 24.
Alvic will present a lecture
about her work and the work of
Mary Hambidge on Oct. 4 at 7
p.m.
The Yeiser Art Center is accessible to individuals with
disabilities.
All programs, activities and
services are provided without
regard to race. color, religion.
national origin, age, sex or disa
bility. The Yeiser Art Center is
funded in part by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency of the Education, Arts and
Humanities Cabinet.
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
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NEWS
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Kentucky Arts Council to meet
"Proscenium," a 48X42 woven textile by Philis Alvic will be
among the works on display.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Kentucky Arts Council Board of
Directors Will meet on Sept. 20 in Shakertown at Pleasant Hill from
7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The board will discuss grant appeals and consider long-range plans for the agency. The meeting is ()peril() the
public.
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BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Murnv Calloway Count• Chamber d Commerce.

Sept. 15 through Oct. 15
Art Exhibit — Eve Adams
Bernard, free at the Calloway
County Library.

CABLE TV SUBSCRIBERS

Aren't You
Glad There's

B•11•1111•G•0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Through Sept. 15
Wood Exhibit — "New
Blood," a competitive exhibition of 40 midwestern artists
using wood with functional
and nonfunctional objects.
free at MSU Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.

5

Sept. 16
Meeting — Camera Club,
free at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library
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Through Sept. 17
Art Exhibit — "Foundation
Show," a juried selection of
art from MSU students in 2D
and 3D, free at MSU Clara
M. Eagle Gallery.
Sept. 18
Playwrights Workshop —
Tentminute playwrighting
workshop with Constance
Alexander and other free
(fan 10 a.m. to noon at the
Playhouse in the Park.
Sept. 21
Meeting — Murray Art
Guild at 1 p.m.
Recital — Benefit for department of music scholarships
with the department's facutly. Begins 8 p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall. Admission is S5
for adults and S2 for
students.
Sept. 22
Concert — Lousiville
Orchestra, MCMA membership or MSU IDs. Begins at
8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
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Sept. 22, 29
Pastel Workshop — 10 am.
to 2 p.m. every Wednesday
at the Murray Art Guild. 103
N. Sixth Street.
5
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American Heartf
Association

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
ft2,400 Letter H Jackpot!!!*An
an't

Mk%
04)0

• 14 Games — $100 Each

• $900 Jackpot — (54) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week

*AP*
0/

• Letter "H" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2400!
(Consolation Prize - 10I of if Jackpot. minimum $100)
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90%

You're invited to a

FREE PREVIEW
(It's at ygig house!)

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

tiPPLE SAFE

Highway 641 South

Puryear, TN

NEW HOURS:
Now serving Mexican Food
11:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Live Music This Sat. - 9:30 p.m.
Featuring:

Alien'

SingleWhite Female

TIOISIAY, SEPT. 11

SATMAY, SEPT. 18

flillAY, SEPT. 11

SUN1At SEPT. 11

FIEF
ii C1111 Clint, 75

Rarmonica Red & Early Primates

CABLE

Swamp Rock Blues

visleiN,

covering: Little Feat, Hendrix, Clapton,
Stones, Stevie Ray Vaughn, Neville Brothers,
Allman Brothers

Bel-Air Center

FIEF
Culls Chilli 24

Call 753-5005
For Your Free Installation
. to Cinemax* or HBO'

sloe.
Some premium services may not he available tor review in as areas Programming
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
Sept. 14, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Scott baby girl. parents. Donna and
Christopher, Rt. 3, Box 199 Paris.
Tenn.
Paschall baby boy, parents Clarisu and Kerry. P0 Box 251. Puryear.
Tenn ,
Capps baby girl, parents. Teresa
and William, RI 2, Box 312-B

Puryear. Tenn
Dismissals
Mrs. Sabrina Carter and baby boy,
1131 Magnolia, Fulton, Mrs. Tonya
Worley and baby girl. RI. 6, Box 17,
Murray,
Mrs Kimberly Gafford and baby
boy. Rt. 5. Box 237. Paris, Tenn.; IArs.
Pamela Vick and baby girl, Hardin
Apts.. Box 5. Hardin;
Richard Neil Edwards, Rt. 3, Box
222-C. Murray; David Mark Travis. Rt.
2. Box 239. Wing°. Miss Helen J.
Becos, Rt. 10, Box 710, Benton;
William Hal Smith. Rt. 2, Box 156,
Murray; Mrs Lisa Michelle Adams,.Rt.
1, Box 142. Kirksey; Ms. Mable Jane
Rogers. 1639 Farmer Ave. Murray.
Robert E. Jackson. Rt 1. Box 233,
Puryear. Tenn.; William C. Whittaker,
Rt 2, Box 70. Gilbertsville; Ms. Ethel
Collie, Rt. 2, Box 35, Murray.
Mrs Wilma Mae Frank, P.O Box
79, Hardin, Jeffrey Wayne Waters, RI
1, Box 13, Kirksey; Mrs. Faye Ray,
1017 Sharpe Si,Murray

Lions' Candy
Days planned

•

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

Face it. Once you've caught it. you're
_hooked. Who wouldn't hi? With a fit
that gets you noticed. With styles
that get you remembered. With hot
colors that keep you cooling back for
more. There's no known cure. And
aren't you glad?

Jeans Galore

'39.94
Some less...
some more.

The Murray Lions Club will
have its annual Candy Days on
Friday and Saturday. Sept. 17 and
18.
"We would like to encourage
every person in and around the
Murray/Calloway county area to
join in and help with this very
worthwhile cause," said Joe Venlee, Candy Day chairman for the
local Lions Club.
Lions from the local club will
be collecting donations at many
of the local businesses. All of the
donations are for sight conservation and the money stays in the
state of Kentucky and a lot pf the
money stays right here in Calloway County.

We are pleased to announce that Melanie
Brown Nance, recent
bride of Thomas Nance,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Melanie and Thomas
were married August
25, 1993.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today editor
TOPS KY #469 meeting tonight
TOPS KY 1469 will have an open house tonight (Thursday) at
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from
• 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. This week's
program will be given by Katana Darnell. "Homecoming 93" will
be the theme. TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to
weight loss. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Friday. Sept. 17, at
7:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to go to Bordertown for beginner dance lessons. On Saturday, Sept. 18, the group will sponsor a
"Back in the Saddle Again Dance" from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Clans Center. Second Floor, Murray State University. Singles are
requested to wear western attire. Singing Di Dottie Sager will play
the music with admission being $4 per person. On Sunday, Sept.
19, the group will meet at 1:30 p.m. to clean their adopted section
of Highway 121 North. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single.
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities for this weekend. The group will
meet Saturday, Sept. 18, at 5:30 p.m. at JCPenny Parking Lot to go
cat at Dutch E. Restaurant on Coldwater Road and then attend Murray State football game. The group will meet Monday, Sept. 20, at
6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steak House with Vicki Crafton of Forever
Green to talk about -"Landscaping." This is a support and social
group for all single men and women whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Wynnona,
753-7845, or Joe, 1-517-9177.

Secretaries plan meeting
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International
(PSI) will meet Monday, Sept. 20, at Business Building, Room 202,
Murray State University. "New Technology Update" will be presented by Dr. A.D. (Buddy) Krizan, Chairman of Business Administration, Office Systems and Business Education. This "Educational Link" will begin at 6 p.m. All area office personnel are
invited to join this informative meeting and "Link to the
Future"with PSI. For additional information contact Belinda
Woods, CPS, at 753-4926.

Irvin Cobb meeting tonight
Irvin Cobb Ncighorhood Watch meeting will be *tonight (Thursday) at 8 p.m. at Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church. The
speaker will be a member of Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad.
All residents of the neighborhood are urged to attend.

Martin's Chapel to hear Kemp
Effie Kemp who recently returned from a mission trip to Nicaragua in Central America will be the special guest at a meeting of
United Methodist Women of Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church. This will be Saturday, Sept. 18, at 2 p.m. at the church. All
interested persons are invited to attend.

MHS Class of 1948 will meet

dmighbc.;

WAL-MART

Bridles Tio Britches

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 94E (1

The Murray High School Class of 1948 will have its 45th reunion on Saturday. Sept. 18. Class members would like for other graduates of Murray High to come by and visit with them at the "Hangar" on Howard Brandon's farm on U.S. Highway 641 South from
3 to 5 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 18.

)• Murray, KY

Benefit sale at Kirksey church

759-4408

Bargains Galore

94
vavotmt.

on Hwy.

Eight United Methodist Churches will have a yard sale for the
benefit of Need Line on Saturday, Sept. 18, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church. Persons are urged to support
these churches in this benefit sale for Need Line by the supporting
churches.

Come Out and kwizAluer)
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• -(Make Us an Offer
f
and Barter with Us!
It Will Be Fun!!
Thurs.-Sat., Sept. 16-18
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SALE TABLE ITEMS...'1

UNBELIEVABLE

WKYQ Live Remote Saturday!
All Stotter Acrylic Ware
Paper Plates & Napkins

s)9

MitlittDOVVOS

to

50%
50°/0off

Groups of Junioes Tops,Shorts & Slacks

off

Patio Furniture • Prints & Lamps
Umbrellas • Clay Pots
Cloth Napkins & Place Mats
All Ortho Products
Alt

All shrubs, trees, flowers,
perennials 8 house plants are on
sale Make us an offer and we will
be happy to dicker with you,

choose from Trends & SOHO
Reg 526 529

up to

Take $10 off
Now

Chiffon Skirts $32.99

50%
up to

4ge

off

e

& more ?

No addltional discounts apply on sale items'

Irrigation system 15%0 if put in dunng winter months.

One Group of Dresses - 20% off
Denim Jackets - 25% off

759-4512
94

M. Murray

A

305 N. 12th
*
University Square

55

$39.95
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Carpet Cleaning & Building Maintenance
E ,;, ...s 13 ie.
474-8339

Murray
751-7444

•

j

siPlect Sun.1

4-5, Sat
'64
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•
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Carpet Cleaned Deep Steam Extraction
Two Rooms and Hall
4 sr, ••
r

25% off

e

Miss Nicole Rae Bazzell and Benjamin Phillip Bryan III were married in a garden setting on Saturday. May 29, at 5 p.m. at the Bazzell
home.
The bride is the daughter of Dan and Marilyn Buie!, of Calloway
County. She is the granddaughter of Dewey and Couel Bazzell and of
Odell Youngblood Reynolds and the late Freeland Youngblood of Calloway County.
The groom is the son of Phil and Sarah Bryan of Murray. He is the
grandson of Philip and Ruth Bryan and the late Marion and Alice
Thacker of Frankfort.
John Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of Christ, performed
the ceremony. Music was provided by Homer Pruitte, Dawson
Springs, pianist, and Derrick Watson of Dixon, soloist and guitarist. A
special reading, "Of Marriage" by Kahlil Gibran, was by Mark Bazzell, Lexington, brother of the bride.
The bride entered the garden down a brick path passing a three
tiered water fountain to a gazebo, both of which were adorned with
Flemish styled bouquets of all white roses, Lillies, irises and snapdragons. The family chairs were reserved with identical bouquets.
The bride wore a formal gown of white satin, handmade and beaded
by her mother. From the waist up, her simply designed dress was
heavily embellished with French imported Alencon lace and pearls.
The gown featured a fitted bodice and basque waistline with a straight
evening length skirt, the hem of which was trimmed with the same
beaded Alencon lace. The back of the gown was lined with tiny satin
buttons and featured a cutout in the middle edged with beaded lace
appliques.
Her headpiece was a small satin bow with three layers of shoulder
length illusion netting dotted with seed pearls. Her headpiece and
white satin shoes were also adorned with Alencon lace appliques and
pearls. Her jewelry included a pair of pearl drop earrings and a pearl
bracelet with a diamond and sapphire clasp, a wedding gift from her
mother.
She carried a European styled bouquet of white roses and casablanca lillies accented with mix foliage. Included in the bouquet was a
mongrammed linen handkerchief from her mother.
Mrs. Marilyn Bazzell, mother of the bride, served as honor attendant. Bridesmaids were Dina Lockhead, Kirkwood, Mo., and Amy
Bryan, Chattanooga, Tenn., sister of the groom. They wore two-piece
faille dresses with white jackets and black street length skirts, and carried garden clusters of red roses.
The flower girls were Shelby McClure, San Diego, Calif., niece of
the groom, and Maggie Tate of Murray.
The groom wore a black double-breasted tuxedo with a white rosebud boutonniere.
Phillip Bryan Jr., father of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Darren Broom, Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Mark Workman, Murray. Ushers were Jim Barnett, Evansville, Ind., Robert Curris,fayetteville, Ark., Mark McClure, San Diego, Calif., brother-in-law of the
groom, and Tim Williams, Frankfort, cousin of the groom.
The attendants wore tuxedoes with white dinner jackets and black
trousers; with the exception of the three ushers who wore their respective military dress. Their boutonnieres were red rosebuds.
Drew McClure, San Diego, Calif., nephew of the groom, was ring
bearer.
Mrs. Kimberly. Justus Bazzell, Lexington, sister-in-law of the bride,
presided at the guest register and handed out wedding programs. Birdseed bags were distributed by Maggie Tate and Charlsie Young.
An outdoor reception followed the ceremony. Music was provided
by Chuck's Band of Murray.
Serving were Michelle Gaither, Valerie Green and Crista Jennings.
Following a wedding trip to Freeport, Bahamas, the new Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan are residing at Hopkinsville.
Parents of the groom hosted a rehearsal dinner in the Executive
Dining Room at Curris Center, Murray State University.
Bridal events included a shower given by Cindy Bamett, Shelba
3arnett, Lagenia Bazzell and Linda Newsome in the Hospitality Room
of University Branch of Bank of Murray; a dessert shower given by
Bettye Bennett, Jean Blankenship and Lanette Thurman at H.R.H.
Dumplins'; a shower given by Ann Brooks, Linda Feltner, Greta Gargus, Janie Parker, Wendy Parker, Linda Smith, Anna Faye Taylor,
Mary Taylor and Betty Wilson at University Church of Christ.

FALL CLEANING SPECIAL

Check c*it our Value Musket

One Group of Ascent(
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Bazzell-Bryan wedding
vows are said at home

0,40,111,m11 CoupoN

oward Wolf - 25%-off
Values 10°(
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Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Phillip Bryan III
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•15% Cash Discount

LIBRARY NEWS

EXHIBIT AT LIBRARY — Eve Bernard puts last minute touches on a
painting entitled The Clark's River Sycamore." The painting will be on
display Sept. 15 to Oct. 15 at Calloway County Public Library. Forty
other paintings in watercolor, oils and acrylics will also be shown. Bernard, a native of Calloway County, is represented by the Pinkerton Portfolio and the Brownsboro Gallery of Louisville.
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A couple of national surveys
produced some interesting facts
And figures. One 13f—the surveys
looked at what led to motherdaughter apologies.
! Daughters, according to the
survey, are usually the guiltier
!party. Does "Gee, Mama, I'm
st:Iiry" sound familiar? Daughters
apologize to mothers more often
than the other way around. It
iseems that family ties snap when
mothers meddle and -daughters
lare in a bad mood. Even though
,mothers might start the squabbles, daughters wind up being the
•ones who apologize more often.
When asked to rank the most
iserious reasons for motherdaughter disagreements, 41 percent of the women said mothers
who treat their adult daughters
like children are the worst offenders. So come on, Mamas lighten
up.
The second survey asked what
makes women friends mad.
Women are willing to forgive
each other for minor offenses.
But there are some things women
just don't do to women friends.
Telling secrets told in confidence
is by far the most serious reason
Ifor disagreement. So women,
Itake heed. The secret to staying
in the good graces of your female
friends is out. Just don't let any
out — secrets, that is. The folks
conducting these surveys also
found out why women friends
apologize to each other and being
in a bad mood and being late for
or missing an engagement were
the two top reasons.
• • • •
The month of October and the
Autumn season bring us cooler
weather, falling leaves, the start
of the new school year, football
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games, homecoming dances, trick
or treating on Halloween, bonlifeS and hay rides.
Along with the change in seasons, comes the peak period of
popcorn consumption in homes
across the United States. To celebrate, the Popcorn Institute designated the month of October
"National Popcorn Poppin'
Month" to promote popcorn's
nutritive value and natural goodness. Although popcorn consumption peaks in the fall,
Americans munch popcorn all
year 'round. In fact, Americans
consume 18 billion quarts of
popped popcorn annually. That's
equal to 71 quarts for every man,
woman and child.
That sure makes us proud of
Ellis Popcorn Company on Poplar
Street here and what a great job
those folks are doing.
Organizations such as the
National Cancer Institute, the
federal government's cancer prevention agency, recommend popcorn as a moderately high source
of fiber that may help reduce the
• risk of some forms of cancer. The
American Dental Association
includes popcorn on its list of
sugar-free snacks; and the American Diabetes Association and the
American Dietetic Association
permit popcorn as a bread
exchange on weight-control diets.
• • • •
Murray Artist Phillip Powell
will be among the artists exhibiting in the 1993 Madison,- Ind.,
Chautauqua Festival of Art, Sept.,
25 and 26. For the 23rd consecutive year, this premier juried arts.
and crafts festival will be held
outdoors in the heart of Madison.
Indiana's beautiful historic
district.

Scholarships given
The Scholarship Trust Fund of
the Blood River Baptist Association gave its first scholarship to
two ministers from Calloway
County.
These were presented at the
Mission Board meeting held Sept.
9, at Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
The scholarships were presented to the Rev. Ronnie
McPherson, pastor of Flint Baptist Church, Rt. 1, Almo, and to
Alan Miller, Rt. 1, Farmington,
youth minister, and family _life
director of Hardin Baptist
Church.
Richard Imes of Rt. 2,- Murray,
also received a scholarship.
Both Imes and Miller are students at Mid-Continent BaptiS1
Bible College, Mayfield.
McPherson is a student at the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, off campus
program at Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College, Mayfield.
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The scholarships were presented by Billie Rose, spokesperson for the committee.
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753-1462

109 S. 4th St.

Buy the Pair
and SAVE!

2-Speed WASHER
Large Capacity DRYER

MINI BASKET
TUB
For Small losch
and Delicates

BUY Tiff P.‘11i;
SAVE
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DRYER
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Murray Appliance & TV
lc, RCA & Jelin Air !Weiler-

'V nut' Gum.rfil

753-1586

212 E. Main St.

ANVERSARY
SALE A
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lnus and Marilyn would like to give you persona/ atteritiirn when
selecting your wardrobe for flomecominx.
•Eva Sportswear
•Sharon Young
•P'Galli
•Robbie Sport
•Pocus
Sizes 3 io 20

*City Girl
•Lucia
•That's Me
•Liz Claiborne Handbags
•Oleg Cassini Dresses

DES holding
annual drive
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and 'Emergency Services
Rescue Unit(DES) has started its
annual fundraiser.
A DES representative will be
going door to door with a signed
letter of authorization from
Rescue Chief Kenneth Reynolds.
"The DES is the only state recognized Rescue Squad in the city
of Murray and Calloway County
and is not in any way affiliated
with any other volunteer rescue
squad," said Ronnie Burkeed,
Assistant Chief of Murray Calloway County DES.

Inns Orr & Marilyn Travis

Dixieland Center On Chestnut • Murray • 753-2720 • Mon.-Sal. 10-5

759-1141

Dixieland Center

3 WEEK DELIVERY • HIGH SCHOOL CLASS RINGS

The Best Class OfAll...ls Yours!

95

Celebrate your memories it Oh
beautiful Siladiihn' Intrepid or
Celebrity Class Ring from
ArtCaryed.
UP TO $90 IN SAVINGS
INCLUDING FREE
CUSTOM FEATURES ,

•••

/ CHRISTIAN SINGLE HORIZONS
LIFE ADJUSTMENT
WORKSHOP
(for singles)

OCTOBER 23 & 24, 1993 .
Saturday - 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday - 1 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

"Where your ideas turn to gold

*Developing new positive skills for adjusting to and coping
with divorced, widowed, or single adult life situations.
*Healing for mind, spirit, and emotions.
KEY LEADERS: Dean Ross, Bill Ticknor & .Jo Beth Ticknor
ADDITIONAL BOARD MEMBERS: Nancy Nygaard, Lee Hopkins,
Linda Darnell, Barbara Pursley, Denise Willis & Helen Campbell.
For information, call 753-0012 or 753-3824
Name

lilt I'll)

Address
Phone (
Please enclose check ($25); Scholarships available on request Limited to the first 25
applicants.
Early Bird Special thru Oct. 9th 820.00
Clip and mail to
CLLEBRTTY

CLASS RINGS OMR CNN NOV. ia 1,03.

PTC7F

Bob Dunn, R.Ph,

Come by and see our fashions by...

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

ARTQIRVED
1-800-432-9346

HOLLAND DRUGS

Civic Music
extends drive

59" YOUR FINAL CAST

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items
-PCS -Medimet
-BC-BS -Paid State Aid
-Health & Beauty Items

By BEN GRAVES
Margaret Wild is about a young
Public Library Director
girl getting glasses. Famous Seaweed Soup by Antoinette Truglio
=It's 11:02 a.m. and the column
is due at the paper by noon. So, Martin is about a little girl's day
at the beach.
let's get right to it.
They're all great and if the
• • • •
First, there's The Road Less truth be known, make a nice
Traveled by M. Scou Peck. Road break from dreary old adult readwas originally written in 1978 ing. Check 'cm out and tell us
they're for the kids. We won't
and has remained a solid seller
know any different.
for the last 15 years. Its a classic
• • • •
in the field of self-help books.
Everyone laughs when we talk
unlike a lot of the psycho-babble
about adults checking out picture
sthat gets printed. If you haven't
books. (They laugh because they
read it, it's worth a look. You
don't know how much fun it can
might decide that your head isn't
be.) Seriously though, some of
screwed on as straight as you
today's very best fiction is being
thought it was.
written for young people.
• • • •
All of Gary Paulsen's books
Speaking of not having your
are worth reading. So are the
head screwed on straight, try Do
books in the Little House series
or Die by Leon Bing. This is an
by Laura Ingalls Wilder.
inside look at the world of teenAnd so are the books by Phylage gangs straight from the
mouths-of - membeib - of-the-Crips lR-enolds Nayky:For example.
we have her newest book, The
and the Bloods. Murder and mayGrand Escape. It's about two
hem are the very essence of life
house cats that Ring to explore
to these young people. They talk
the outside world and finally get
of killing a person as calmly as
a chance when a door is left open
you would discuss brands of peaby mistake. Their travels take
nut butter. It's a chilling look
them through a world of dangers
inside another society. If you
and wonderful discoveries and
liked Hunter S. Thompson's
finally back to their home. It's
Hells Angels you'll like this. I
great. If you're tired of sex,
highly recommend it.
greed. violence. 1)ing. cheating
• • • •
and stealing, then you may he
Picture books? We've got 'cm
ready for The Grand Escape.
in stacks!
• • • •
There's One Stormy Night by
are not tired of sex,
you
If
Ruth Brown. It would be great
greed, etc., then you'll want to
for Halloween. Or, there's Nora 's
read Slow Heat in Heaven by
Roses by Satomi Ichikawa. Roses
Brown. I did the random
Sandra
is about a little girl and the last
reading test three times and every
rose on the rose bush outside her
time .1 found something that
window. By the way, we're seewould .ha_ve_scrit my grandmother
-mg- more—Japanese authors of
into cardiac arrest. This is the
children's books and a number of
,real good There WILL be a
them are -quite good.
waiting list for it. so sign up
Chatterbox Jamie by Nancy
NOW!
Evans Cooney is about a child's
• • • •
first day at nursery school. All
there's The Book of
Finally,
the Better to 'See You With by
Spiders anti_ .S.corpions_. by Rod
Preston Malbarn. Aigually,
mostly spiders. It has a nice
drawing of a Brown Recluse
spider and lots of wonderful pictures. Young hoys. will love it.
▪• • • •
And
only 11:57 a.m.
it's
Murray Civic Music Association has announced an extension
in its membership drive through
Sept. 22.
Descriptive brochures with
applications are available at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce or they may be
obtained by calling 762-4516 or
753-3257.
Concerts are planned Sept. 22
and 23, Oct. 10, Jan. 20, and
March 8.
MCMA membership entitles
free admission to presentations in
Paducah, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
Sikeston, Mo., Carbondale, Ill.,
and Union City, Tenn.

69" SALE PRICE
10' MFG. REBATE
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First Christian Church

BRING 'THIS AD

Ill North 5th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Cook's Jewelers
753-1606

Central Shopping Center
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Celebration at Hazel
The annual Haze' Celebration
will be Saturday. Oct. 2.
Events will include a Car
Show. Live Band, Cake Walk,
Flea Market, Basketball Toss,
Antique Specials, Quilt and Bike
Raffles, Hazel History Exhibit,
Arts and Crafts Booths. Free
Horse and Buggy Rides, Food
and treats of all types, and Antique and Celebrity Item Auction.
Thc theme will be "From the
19th to the 21st Century on a

Road in Time."
Included in the raffles will be a
flower garden quilt to be given
away by Senor Citizens of
Hazel. The Hazel Woman's Club
is also working on collecting
photographs, news articles and
other items of interest of Hazel in
the late 1800s and early 1900s.
For vendor information call
492-8258, and for other information call 492-8796.

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
z
o
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We'll Outfit You
a_
m
o
From Head To Toe!
z
Cl)
u?
, Fall Frog Bags by NAS son
a
z
Handbags by DALLAS ZiU•
•
=
•

95

_

U)(1)

z
W
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Mens
' Western Boots

0
tii.

Starting at

$38.95

•
Cartoon Character T-Shirts

=
(I) Factory Discount
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z
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$cy.tyCI
12 0
flak
1ii .

Shoes
753-9419

100 S. 5th St.

0
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SPRING CREEK HOMECOMING — The Neighbors of Benton composed
of Ron Lyles, Sandra Lyles, Sandy Wright, Joe Moreland and Jim
Wright will be one of the featured groups M the annual homecoming at
Spring Creek Baptist Church on Sunday, Soept 19. Also featured for
the gospel 'lining at 1:30 p.m. will be the Harrnonairs of McKenzie,
Tenn. Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies. The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. with Sunday School at 10 a.m. and a
basket dinner at noon. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Billy Joe Pyle, Rt Z Murray.

Read the classifieds

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

rucami HALF MILLION
$SS DOLLAR $S$
DIAMOND ot GOLD
SURPLUS SELLOFF CARAVAN
JEWMi
e

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Dear Friends,
It's been 12 years since our first "Record
We've
Breaking Caravan Sale".
gathered items from our Manufacturing
Division, Over-Runs, Unclaimed Layaways,
Salesman's Samples and our Overstocks to
present a "2 WEEKS ONLY PUBLIC
SALE". Hurry-You'll Never Save More!!!
Louis Michelson

MUSIC MEETING — Members of the Chorus of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club rehearse for coming events at a recent meeting. They are, from left, Bobbie Weatherly, Joanne Cavitt, Barbara Lax,
Margie Shown, director, Barbara Simons, and Janet Finch, accompanists. New officers for the 1993-94 club year are Belinda McGee and Barbara Tompkins, co-chairmen; Linda Pierce, vice chairman; Oneida
White, secretary; and Pat Sanders, treasurer. The department will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 21, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house with the program to
be "Lettuce Get Acquainted" featuring Margie Shown and Peggy Billington. Hostesses will be Barbara Tompkins, Belinda McGee, Linda Pierce,
Pat Sanders, Oneida White, Beth Stribling, Cecilia Brock, Marge Shown,
Debbie D'Angelo and Lanette Thurman.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Sept. 16
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VEW(7 p.m.r•lational Guard Armory.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p m./Earm Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
MSU Cinema International Society film,
-Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion"/7:30 p.m./Curris Center, Murray
State. Admission free.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm.; Church
Women's Salad supper at Thomson's
home.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m /Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8 p.m
with officers!? p.m.
Ladies' Fun Night/Oaks Country
C1ub/5:30 pm
Cub Scout Pack 73 registration/6
p.m./Southwest Elementary School.
Info/492-8814.
Murray•Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library
Women-i6
Murray Business and Professional
p m./Seven Seas Restaurant
INnaturn
eo5t13es
-77A4n3Onymous meet/7:30 p.m./St.
John's Episcopal Church. Info/753-0781.
Murray Art Guild/open 6:30-9 p.m.
Calloway County High School events
include Boys Soccer hosts Ileath/6 p.m.;
Freshmen Football hosts Caldwell
County/6 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School football
team at North Dnve/5 p.m.
AA and Al•Anon closed meetings/8
p m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
Murray Kiwanls Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch
meeting/8 p.m /Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
"Take Back The Night" reception/7
p.m./Lower Gallery of Corns Center,
Murray State- University. Info/Lynette/
759-4590.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St., Murray Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
TOPS /469/Annex of Calloway County
Public Library/6 pm.
Ladies Fun Night/5:30 p.m./Oaks Country Club
Friday, Sept. 17
"Your Baby Talks To You" seminar/1-2
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ,
sponsored by Family Resource Center.

PRESIDENt

Friday, Sept. 17
Murray Lions Club annual Cindy Day at
business locations.
Stroke Support Group/2 p.m./private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 pm /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m./far
senior citizens'
_
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/730 p m /Chamber. of Commerce
to go to Bordertown for beginner dance
lessons. Info/Jeanne, 753-0224.
First Christian Church evenu .include
MCc Transitional Board meeting/noon.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Korean Study Group/7 p.m.
Si. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m /National Guard Armory.
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club.
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group/7 p m./Wishing Well.
AA and Al-Anon/open to newcomers/8
p m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray Info/
753-8136 or 435-4314
Games for members only/8 p m./Murray
Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN
Praise and Worship Celebration/7-9
p m./Amphitheater and Main Pavillion,
Paris Landing State Park
"Ceildh" of Murray Scottish Ilentage
Festival/7:30 p.m./Wrather Museum Auditorium, .Murray State. Info/162-6888.
Murray High School events include
Senior Picture at goal posts/2 45 p.m.;
Varsity football it Marshall County High
Schoo1/730 p.m
Calloway County High School Varsity
football team hosts Lone Oak/7:30
p.m./Jack Rose Stadium
New Car, Truck and Van Show/I-9
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Info/753-1893.
MSU Cinema International Society film,
'Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion"/7:30 p.m./Curris Center, Murray
State. Admission free.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8.30 a.m.-415 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/1030 a m. and 1 - 30
p.m./Homeplace; Planetarium Show/11
a.m. and 2 p.m /Visitor Center, National
Homecoming Ride/8 a.m /Wranglers
Camp.
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DOORBUSTERS
(WHILE THEY LAST)

Friday, September 17
7:30 p.m.
"Ceilidh" (Pronounced KAY-lee)
Wrathcr West Kentucky Museum Auditorium
An evening of Scouish milsic, stories and dancing featuring:

CASH • CHECKS
BANK CARDS • E-Z CREDIT

-Traditional Scottish singers -Smithfield
1-air"
-Robert Valentine

CHOICE

1 CARAT
TENNIS*

Tickets $8 — Fun for the whore-family!

oif

PANDA COIN
REPLICA
RINGS

BRACELETA
DIAMOND
EARRINGS

TULIP CLUSTERS

p- $388

-Molly Ross
-Murray State University Concert Choir
'Highland Dancers

38

YOUR $
CHOICE

Rubles
Saphlres
Dlamonds

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Park
(Arcadia Drive - behind Wal-Mart)
featuring:

-Judy Hackeu's Highland Dancing School
."Smithfield Fair"
'Scottish Country Dancers
'Traditional Scottish picnic food
-Pipe and drum bands

188

-Highland Games athleuc dernonstrauons
-Clan information tent- learn your heritage'
•ilighland fun events limo Hurt, Thg-a Wv
'Scottish vendors - wide vanety of items
-Family name history certificates

Tickets $3 - children 10 and under FATE

SOLID GOLD
18" WIDE
CHAIN

•

Saturday, September 18
Scottish Heritage Faire

Sunday, September 19
1 p.m.
"Kirkin' o' the Tartans"
First Presbyterian Church (16th and Main Streets)
A non-denominattonal "blessing of the families"
Founded by the late Dr Peter. Marshall. former chaplain of the U S Senate

JEWELERS
753-7695

Sponsored by MSU Scottish Hohtage Program. Murray Caledonia Society and Murray
Tounsm Commission
•
••

46.APPR0xim'ATE TOTAL WEIGHT • TRAI,E.INS ExClAIDED

For Ceilidh tickets or information call (502) 762-6888
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With a Woodmen annuity. your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate To find out more
.ibout Woodmen's Tax -Deferred
Annuities. contact

LAXE- R
F(1(11191111111

Ail/bit
and the

Calloway County
Lakers...
SIMPLY THE BEST!
Murray 753-1933
Hazel 498-8142
Compliments of

David L.
Harrington

CALLOWAY
vs.

:mot Of
it mest-

ere Lax,
:ompanInd BarOneida
rill meet
gram to
Billing-

LoneOak

Ot Woodmen

County Attorney

of the World

DON'T DRINK
DRIVE!

Lite insurance Society
N... 011k Comma. Nebr.846.4

Lone Oak High School

Urns. R. .tackaon
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
753-8113

ShOwn,

Sept. 17 — 7: 30 p.m.

Good Luck
Lakers!
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J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Society
'ommerce
ier dance

.5-elf Service 'Full Service
'Major Brand Oils
cmrcle & tii,r car Express Accepted

.include
lg./noon
,s include

Qualit. Sect u. of Compettfite Prices'

TN It

A Taste of Home Cooking

a Action

110M1NAIUR •••

All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

'comers/8
g, South
ay Info/

2

/Murray

L

)5 North
1. Info/

ation/7-9
Pay onion,

Catfish Dinners
3 Pc. $5.95
Pc. $4.95
All You Can Eat $7.25
10 oz. Ribeyes $7.50

Domino's Value Pizza

4

91099
tc..;
Expires 12-31-93

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy. Pies, Santh.iches
Plate Lunches • Cam; Out Orders

Ile ntage
Audi•6888.
include
45 p.m.,
nty High

•.TACEY CR. %OK loor• 1. T

sm

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m
Sat. 3-9 p.m., Sun Closed

I Varsity
)ak/7- 30
Show/I-9
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PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Sr.
C- 57 James Todd
Sr.
0G- 76 Brian Evans
Sr
OG- 55 Lucas Cherry
Jr
OT- 65 Todd Forsyth
Sr.
OT- 78 Marc Fain
Jr.
TE- 9 Tyler Bohannon
Jr.
SE- 40 Brad Lowe
So.
OB- 1 Sam Arnett .
HB- 22 Brandon McCuistion . Jr.
Sr.
WB- 80 Wes Cogdell
Jr.
FL- 19 Jody Kelso

P.m.
:mum
inng:
t

Dees Bane of Hazer

Choir

Member FDIF

Good Luck
Lakers!

Jons
usage'
g-a War
I items

NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

63
57
76
65
40
44
33
24
41
3
9

Dallas Rice
James Todd
Brian Evans
Todd Forsyth
Brad _Lowe
L.T. Osgood
Tim Brickey
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
Tim McGrewt
Tyler Bohannon

eriumrs

from

HOLLAND

TIRE COMPANY,
[ "We Carry A Large Selection

reelS)

Of General Take-Off Tires."
East Main St • 753-5606

nate

Mon Fri

Aurray

Si

4

Lone Oak Defense
NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSR-

76
70
54
50
83
33
44
3
10
28
99

Sr
Brent Weitlauf
.
Sr.
Daniel Rushing
Sr.
Blake Thompson
Sr.
Josh Brown
Sr.
Dan Jones
Sr.
Brent Scowden
Jr.
Mike McWaters
Sr.
Sheron Minter
Brandon Shoemaker . Jr.
Marshall Vanhook . So.
Sr.
Tim Stewart

Children'•

Shore

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr
Sr.
Sr.

Lone Oak Offense
C- 54
OG- 63
OG- 70
OT- 65
OT- 76
TE- 42
SE- 99
OB- 3
FB- 12
HB- 1
HB- 23

Blake Thompson
Kent Green
Daniel Rushing
Chris Richards
Brent Weitlauf
Jared Lampe .
Tim Stewart
Sheron Minter
Craig Peeler .
Mace Booker
Scott Slanker

Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

A S. Sat 8 12

9t/skot'

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Jerry McCoy, Owner
409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.
'Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

Good service,
good coverage,
good price

That's State Farm
insurance."
0.4,9.440

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
106 N. 12th i.il le

mrpon..o.r..,759-9888

•
-

1

492-8136

Hazel, KY
P.m.
Park
Man)

s
s
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S.

lba

Southside Center • 753-1T-43

Calloway Defense

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
2inifin

s:

•

701 Main Street

753-5273

753-3030
NOBODY
ri

Vo'L)

Calloway County quarterback Sam Arnett (2) heads back to huddle after being brought down by a host of
Hopkinsville defenders during last Friday's 46-6 loss to the Tigers at Jack D. Rose Stadi6m.

Calloway Offense
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753-2-111

201 S. 3rd St.

South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallions. Mgr. • MI 1615
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Chop Shop Magic

Nationals
complete
realignment

Gant keeps magical Braves in first

NEW YORK (AP) — The
National League completed its
three-division realignment,
moving Pittsburgh to the Central and Atlanta to the East.
The decision, announced by
Executive Council chairman
Bud Selig and NL president
Bill White, leaves the NL with
the following makeup for next
season:

NL East: Atlanta, Florida,
Monjreal, New York,
Philadelphia.
NL Central: Chicago, Cincinnati, Houston, Pittsburgh,
St. Louis.
NL West: Colorado, Los
Angeles, San Diego, San
Francisco.
Also, more than a dozen
smaller clubs are threatening
to black out all non-network
games next season to force a
revenue-sharing agreement.
Five sources, including
owners, officials and lawyers,
told The Associated Press that
without revenue sharing, at
least 15 clubs will scrap agreements that permit teams to
televise games in their local
mark-cis.
-

The Associated Press
The Atlanta Braves staged one
of the year's best comebacks for
the kind of victory that usually
makes for championship seasons.
The San Francisco Giants fell
once again in a swoon that usually becomes part of a losing
legacy.
The NL West is on the verge
of becoming the league's division
without a pennant race as the
Braves scored five runs in the
ninth Wednesday night for a 7-6
victory over Cincinnati after the

Giants lost their eighth straight,
3-1 to Chicago. Atlanta has a
3/
1
2 -game lead over San Francisco and they don't play again this
season.
At least the NL East has a
chance for some head-to-head
drama as the Philadelphia Phillies, who lead by 51
/
2 games, venture to Montreal this weekend for
a three-game series with the
second-place Expos.
The Braves are looking like
they will pull away in the race.
especially after a comeback in

svhidi they erased a 6-2 deficit
entering the bottom of the ninth.
"It was just a big win for us,
coming back from being down by
four runs," outfielder David Justice said. "This team never gives
up and we showed it tonight."
The Reds' four-run lead was
cut in half with out on Ryan Klesko's two-run homer off Johnny
Ruffin. Jeff Reardon relieved and
gave up a double to Otis Nixon
and a single to Jeff Blauscr.
That brought on Rob Dibble,
who threw one pitch.

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The Montreal Expos haven't lost many
games of late and they took their
first defeat in nine games rather
well.
Bernard Gilkey's two-out
single in the ninth gave the St.
Louis Cardirrat4 a 5-4 victory
Wednesday night and ended the
Expos' winning streak at eight

games.
Combined with Philadelphia's
6-3 victory over New York on
Wednesday night, the Expos' loss
drops them 51/2 games behind the
first-place Phillies in the NL
East.

Manager Felipe Alou took the
loss rather calmly.- After all the
Expos,.who had won 16 of 17,
/
2 games out on Aug. 20.
were 131
"There was a time 'when

nobody was watching the scoreboard," Alou said. "We've been
dead already. We know we're not
going to win the rest of our
games."
Outfielder Larry Walker didn't
appear concerned, either.
"We're still the best team in
baseball," Wallker said. "We'll
come back and win seven or
eight in a row."
The Expos finish the series in

It was Murray High's turn on
Wednesday.
The Tigers bested Calloway
County and Hickman County at
the Murray Country Club in high
school action.
After Calloway had scored
match wins over Murray in the
last couple of weeks, the Tigers!)
bounced back, without defending
state champion Adam Grogan,
and outshot the Lakers on
• See

A.1. GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding

'Lifetime Guarantee*
•1

•

.

- •'

Page

• See Page 11

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR,
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

Page

DAVID RAMEY Ledge' & T mos photo

Murray High's Clay Bolin tees off Wednesday during high school golf
action at the Murray Country Club.

Also Available A. 1.1LX.

FREE ESTIMATES

7534703

CALL
753-7020
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said. "This is what we did in San
Francisco."
Before the. Expos came to
town, the Cardinals swept a fourgame series at San Francisco,
knocking the Giants out of first
place in the NL West.
With one out in the ninth,
Brian Barnes (2-6) walked Gregg
Jefferies on four pitches. Barnes

By
AP
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v.h
ed,

III See Page 11

GOLF
Boys
at Murray Country Club
Murray 159, Calloway 161, Hickman
County 170
MURRAY: Jacob Rayburn 37 Ryan,,
Haverstock 40, Clay Bolin 40 Ryan Pickens 42 Drew Holton 45
CALLOWAY: Jesse Rooker 38 David
Greene 38, Adam Haley 42, Eric Gallimore 43 Zach Ross 44 Gus Jones 48
Girls
Murray 144, Hickman 150, Calloway
inc.
MURRAY: Joy Roach 26 Carrie Griffiths 38. Rachel Cella 40 Morgan Blank
enshp 40, Leigh Haverstock 42 Kim Ale
sander 43. Summer Roberson 52
CALLOWAY: Jodi Manning 33 Nikki
McMillen 50. Krissy Whitfield 50
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land Stadium.
Staff Report
Not only is Cape Girardeau
Murray Ledger 8 Times
(Mo.) Central back to defend its
.Murray High continues to go
1992 title, but Cape Notre
against the grain when it comes
Dame and Bowling Green also
to lining up teams for their
join the field. Murray has won
annual invitational tournament.
the invitational only once ('91)
Instead of the usual cupcakes
in four years.
that most teams schedule, the
Play gets underway Saturday
Tigers will. bring in three powat 10 a.m. with Murray High
erhouses to compete for the title
taking on Cape Notre Dame, a
in the Fifth Annual MHS/Pcpsi
team which beat First Region
Invitational.
favorite Paducah Tilghman 1-0
"We've got our work cut out two weeks ago. In the second
for us to win the tournament, game, Cape Central battles
which you'd like to do when Bowling Green at noon.
The evening session will conyou host the tournament," Tiger
head coach James Weatherly sist of a consolation game at 5
said of Saturday's tournament, p.m. with the championship
which will be played at Ty Hol- game at 7.
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AL teams take their time

Saturday at Ty Holland

was
first
you

OMI

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer
It was a long night in the
American League.
How long?
Every game but one lasted at
least three hours, and the
Toronto-Detroit game went four
hours - and 12 'minutes
The
longest nine-inning night game in
major league history.
Blame it on the pennant race,
blame it on late-season malaise,

blame it on the moon if you like.
Whatever the case, no explanation can fully account for games
lasting 4:12, 4:05, 3:43, 3:14,
3:13 and 3:00.
'This was a game where you
sit and look at one another in the
dugout and say, 'What the heck's
—happening,' " Paul Molitor -said
after the Blue Jays beat the
Tigers 14-8 at Detroit.
The Jays upped their lead in
the AL East to 21
/
2 games over
New York and 3 over Baltimore.
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MHS to host Pepsi Tourney

Calloway, Lone Oak
looking for first win
Flash led 6-0 last week' against
Heath, but the Pirates scored a
30-6 win.
"I'm sure both of us are going
to play with some confidence,"
Calloway coach Billy Mitchell
said. "They played well against
Heath in the first half, Wore
they gave up some big plays in
the second half."
Calloway "did some positive
things" against Hopkinsville,
according to Mitchell.
"We made a couple of mistakes and that hurt us," Mitchell
said.
Lone Oak coach Randy Grimes
is in his first year, and the Flash

St. Louis on Thursday and then
have three games at home this
weekend against Philadelphia.
The Cardinals were the team
chasing the Phillies most of the
season, but-they are now out of
contention, 81
/
2 games back in
third, and trying to take others
down with them.
'It's really the only fun left
when you're as many games back
as ve are,'' manager Joe Torre

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Marshall head coach Jim Shelton
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
said on Wednesday. "We didn't
play very well and Murray did.
A year ago, the Murray High
They deserved to win the
Tigers used an 8-6 victory over
ballgame."
Marshall County to kick-start
As last year's painful defeat
their run towards the playoffs
still
simmers orange blood, the
after falling to Fulton County the
Marshals have made a point to
week before.
hype Friday night's showdown in
This year, the Tigers have
Draffenville.
—
their
huge
win
already had
"They would not play us again
28-0 over Fulton — so Friday's
at
Murray State," Fisher revealed.
as
game shouldn't mean as much
last year's Murray-Marshall game "The only way they would play
us was at their place."
at Murray State's Roy Stewart
Even more motivating for
Stadium.
Fisher
was the fact that Marshall
Right?
plans on dancing after Friday's
Wrong,
game...at their annual
"Marshall County wants a little
homecoming.
revenge," said Tiger head coach
"You usually don't schedule a
-Rick Fisher.
"Both schools came into the
game at Murray State on a high," • See Page 11

Something's got to give for
either the Calloway County Lakers or the Purple Flash of Lone
Oak Friday.
Both Calloway County and
Lone Oak are winless on the season as they prepare for Friday's
high school football contest in
Lone Oak.
Calloway lost to Class A Murray and South Hopkins to start
the season before getting
whipped 46-6 last week by Hopkinsville. Lone Oak has opened the
year by falling to three Class A
schools, Ballard Memorial, Crittenden County and Heath. The

Gant took over the NL lead
with 107 RBIs, and in his last

four games he has three homers
and 15 runs batted in.
"It seems like every year we
Just keep getting better," Gant
said of the two-time division
champions who lost the 1991
World Series to Minnesota and
last year's World Series to Toronto. "We're hitting the ball better and we've got better pitching
this year. It's a club that won't
give up and we feel we can win
the World Series this year. There

Tigers edge Lakers,
Hickman in golf play

Tigers heading into
orange hornets nest

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

It became Ron Gant's 35th
home run, and the three-run shot
capped a comeback that had the
crowd at Fulton County Stadium
screaming, chanting and
chopping.
"I'm happy to see Ron hitting
the way he is," Justice said.
"Maybe we can jump on his
shoulders the last two weeks and
he'll take us to the National
League pennant."
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Gilkey's homer helps Cards rally
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•Tigers heading into...

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Steelers extend Foster's contract •
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Barry Foster, who led the AFC in rushing last season with 1,690 yards. agreed to.a contract extension
through 1996 with the Pittsburgh Stcelers that makes him the
NFL's second-highest paid running back.
Foster's deal includes a signing bonus worth at least SI million
'and an annual salary of about S2.5 million beginning in 1994. He's
currently making S460.000 in the second year of a two-year
contract.
Buffalo's Thurman Thomas is the NFL's highest-paid running
hack with a four-year deal for S13.5 million.

homers

Cowboys, Smith closer to agreement

year we
" Gant
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IRVING, Texas (AP) — Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones and
holdout running back Emmitt Smith are closer to an agreement.
The Dallas Morning News, quoting unidentified sources,
reported today that representatives for the two-time NFL rushing
champion lowered their contract proposal to four years for 515.1
million. The Cowboys raised their four-year offer to 512 million on
Tuesday.

Hurley signs deal with Sacramento
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — Former Duke guard Bobby Hurley, the seventh pick in the NBA draft, signed a six-year contract
with the Sacramento Kings for S16.5 million. Hurley is the NCAA
career assists leader with 1,060.

FROM PAGE 10
tough game for homecoming, but
they're really building this game
up," the fourth-year coach said.
"They want to put a big hurt on
us and in front of a lot of people.
"I hope it means as much to
our kids as it does theirs."
If this week's practice is any
indication, Fisher said the Tigers
may be living off of the Fulton
County win and district
leadership.

ame to
3 four•ancisco,
of first

FROM PAGE 10
didn't return a starter or either
side of the ball.
"We don't have one general,"
Grimes said. "We're all a bunch
of buck privates and we're getting killed a lot."
The Flash features a tripleoption wishbone attack. Quarter-

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Their offense is on a roll, while their
defense is being rolled over. It's a case of role reversal for the New
Orleans Saints,
The Saints' offense, 14th in the league in yards gained last year,
leads the NFL in six categories and is second in one. The defense,
which for the past two years led the league in fewest points allowed, ranks 26th now, having given up 52 points in two games.
-We're doing a good job for most of the game. We just have to
do the same thing the whole way," linebacker Rickey Jackson said.
"I can't see letting these teams off right there at the end."
The Saints have given up 780 yards, 34.6 of those in the fourth
quarter of the first two games — 197 against Atlanta and 149 to
Houston.
The Saints beat the Oilers 33-21, but led 33-7 after three quarters. Against Atlanta, New Orleans blew a 31-10 lead in the last
quarter.
It's a different story on offense.
The Saints have accumulated the most yards with 903, most
rushing yards at 367, average yards per play with 7.3, average
yards per rush with 5.9, first downs with 45 and points at 67. They
are second in average yards per pass with 9.27.
Quarterback Wade Wilson was selected as the NFC's offensive
player of the week after completing 22 of 34 passe.s for 341 yards
and three touchdowns in the Saints' 34-31 victory over Atlanta. He
also rushed for 53 yards.
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FROM PAGE 10
had Jefferies picked off, but he
got his third stolen base of the
game when first baseman Randy
Ready's throw to second was
wide. Todd &lie stranded his
sixth runner in scoring position
on the night when he grounded
out and Mark Whiten was intentionally walked before Gilkey
singled to center on a 3-0 pitch
from Jeff Shaw.
It was the first time all season
that Torre had given Gilkey the
green light to swing on a 3-0
count.
"Only because I've watched
him hit when it was 2-0," Torre
said. "He takes very bad swings
on 2-0 because he tries to hit a
_
home run."
Not this time. Gilkey said he
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was just trying to make good
contact.
'Hopefully, I'll be looking for
the green light' more often,"
Gilkey said.
Mike Perez (6-2), the fourth St.
Louis pitcher, worked a scoreless
ninth as the Cardinals won in
59-degree weather.
Sean Berry singled, doubled
and tripled and drove in a run for
Montreal. The Expos had five
doubles and a triple.
The Expos chased starter Rene
Arocha with three runs in the
sixth. Moises Alou started the
rally with a one-out double and
scored on Larry Walkers single.
Walker took second when Whiten
bobbled the ball in center field
and Darrin Fletcher and Berry
followed with doubles.
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S.

Wednesday.
.Murray, paced by a 37 from
Jacob Rayburn, outscored the
Lakcrs 159-161. Hickman County
shot a 170.
Jesse Rooker and David
Greene each shot 38 to lead
•
Calloway.
In a six-hole girls match, Joy
Roach shot a 26 to lead Murray
to a 144-150 win -over Hickman.
Calloway's Jodi Manning shot a
33 on the day.
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challenging first half of-the schedule next week when they host
old nemesis Russellville.
"Russellville runs the
bone and Marshall runs the wishbone," commented Fisher. "Both
teams are ball-control offenses
and both teams are big tests tor
us."
A major difference in Marshall
and Russellville isclassification
Russellville, like Murray, is Class
A, while the Marshals play in the
state's biggest classification - 4.A

Mums, Pumpkins, Gourds
and Decorative Corn
Register to u-in a Monster Pumpkin!

909 Coldwater Rd. 753-6986
Open Saturday 9-6; Mon.-Sun. 1-6

Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't ‘Vait Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.

Like a good neighbOr
State Farm ,s tere

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
We use only commercial sealer that lasts 3 times longer than retail sealer. We
guarantee a professional, clean, neat job with the latest applicating equipment. Call today for free estimates.
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Racer Football
VS.

Southeast Missouri
Saturday, Sept. 18
7:30 p.m.
Stewart Stadium

CABLE
Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

It Works \d',) rIciers
if American Heart Association
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body yet, so we'll find out Fnday
night," Shelton said. "Murray
High is a very talented football
team and they have more speed
than we've seen this year.
"They're coming off a big win
against Fulton County. Everyone
thought that would be a great
football game but Murray High
went down there and dominated
the football game.
"They took Fulton apart.For Murray. Friday night's
game is the fourth of a difficult
early schedule. They wrap up the

'Wier,

•Gant...
was a lot of pressure on us the
first two years because we were a
young ball club, but I feel it's
time to win this thing."
What can the Giants be
thinking?
In the NL East race, Philadelphia beat New York 6-3 and St.
Louis downed Montreal 5-4. In
other games it was Pittsburgh 8,
Florida 1: Colorado 6, Houston 4;
and San Diego 5, Los Angeles 4.
The Braves have won seven. of
-eight and 2R -Of 34, and feW cotild
have been this sweet.

back Sheron Minter carried for
81 yards in the loss to Heath,
while the backfield also features
fullback Craig Peeler and halfback Mace Booker.
Meanwhile, the Calloway
offense !baking to get on track
after having just 85 yards in total
offense against Hopkinsville.

IVICO3DI:WA

By MARY FOSTER
AP SpOtIS Writer

ninth,
.d Gregg
Barnes

"It's been awfully hard this
week bringing the kids back
down to earth," he explained. "I
haven't been able to read them all
year, so I hope we're prepared."
Marshall and Murray each
come into the contest with perfect
3-0 records. However, Murray
has passed its biggest test in the
early season while the Marshals
are hoping they're worthy of their
perfect record.
"We haven't really played any-

I Calloway...

Quick starting New Orleans
getting offensive for a change

d in San
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McMasters
Invitational
A SCOTTISH EVENT HOSTED BY
JACK PERCONTE (FORMER
SEATTLE MARINER) & HIS ALMA
MATER - MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Plan to participate in the First
Annual McMaster, Invrtabonal golf
tournament at the Murray Country
Club on Friday. Sept 1 7 Former host the event The former MSU
Seattle Manner second baseman. star is back to help false money
Jack Perconfe will be on hand to For the Thoroughbred baseball
teem A $29 donation wilt cover
your single entry in the two.man
scramble (including cart, green
Fees. light lunch and refreshments). Find a partner and register today The 72-person limit win
be reached soon

PRIZES!

Netr.)red by

VISHIN

IT'S BAD.
IT'S BOLD.
THE "HULK
HOGAN" OF
FULL-SIZED
TRUCKS. AND
WE'RE SHOWING 1
OFF AT THE AUTO
SHOW EXPO CENTER,
September 16-17-18

THE NEW DODGE RAM

Cain's1

Friday, Sept. 17
CALL 762-3737
OR 1-800-758-8510

The game p,
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CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448
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Woodmen offers a wide variety of
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WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

GO
TIGERS
GOM
Tony Boyd

759-1542

Certified Insurance Cemmeler

FORD

life insurance plans which provide

MERCURY

flexibility on insurance protection

MURRAY HIGH

and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan That meets your

LINCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

needs, contact:

at
tat-

Marshall Co.

=

kWoodmen

O

of the World

Life hsswance Society
name Onke: 01111•11S. Feelwamem

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Marshall Co. High

Jkn Crick
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd &Mapie,Murray
489-2322

701 Mein Street

753-5273

Sept. 17 — 7: 30 p.m.

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Jfis

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

CHEVRON

'Self Service 'Full Service
'Major Brand Oils

Shell

Chevron Card, Major Creillt Card. & American Express Accepted

'Quality Service at Comae:au, Prices"
South lIth • Murray • Monk Stallonk Mrr. • 7531613

622 South 4th

Services We Offer
5 Qt. Oil & Filter
Oil Change

$15.95

Prehcription Centers

'Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water Pumps• Radiator,Heater Work • Drive Shaft
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full &
Self-Service Gas • Make Service Calls

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

of. AU.

759-9245

RUTHIES
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

-MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
111 Nor511 4th Strer1.
1 7.0;1 75 I 007

42071

We stand on the strength of our sPirfce

GOOD
UCK

BUCK'S
Body Shop
753-5142
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STEVE PARKERLeO9er & Times photo

Murray High defensive end Jon Bell (69) gets congratulated for a sack in last Friday's 28-0 win over Fulton

Murray Defense

Murray Offense
C- 55
OG- 69
OG- 67
OT- 62
OT- 64
TE- 44
SE- 9
OB-. 15
FB- 32
TB- 4
FL- 2

Sr.
Willie Wells
So.
Jon Bell
Gene McDonald .... Sr.
Sr.
Adam Blalock
Sr.
Chad Caldwell .
Jr.
Robert Weatherly
Jr.
Ted Booth
Sr.
Brent Keller
Sr.
Mitch Downey
Jr.
Cheaney
Chris
Jr.
James Curtis

74
81
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69
59
44
33
25
31
45
9

Darrell Howell
Caleb Bogaczyk
Ben Meyers
Jon Bohannon
Dale Moore
Alex Griffey
Scott Shelton
Kevin Bowerman ...
Mickey Clevidence .
Robert Sanders
Jeremy Ford

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight
Chris Allen
Victory Perry
Chris Cheaney

Jr.
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Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
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Jr.

So
Sr..
So
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Jr.

Compliments of

I.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

C- 58 Clint Lutz
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So.
Sr.
59 Dale Moore
63 Ted Byars
Jr.
77 Doug Washburn
So.
Sr.
62 Matthew Scott .
44 Alex Griffey
Sr.
Sr.
25 Kevin Bowerman
14 Andrew Lampkins . Sr.
Jr.
30 Wes Cunningham
Sr.
34 J.R. Reynolds
Jr.
22 Jason Jones

GO
TIGERS!
"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540

GO
TIGERS!

GO TIGERS!

IAUNDRY

M&T Painting
ontractors

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

Good Luck
Tigers!

Marshall Offense

Marshall Defense
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12th & Olive
Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-1

wear..

County by teammates T.J. Myhill, left, and Jeremiah Rayburn (12). Also shown are Chad Caldwell (64) and
Adam Blalock (62).

900 Sycamore - Murray
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Access key to information highway
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SAN JOSE. Calif.(AP) — The
Clinton administration is moving
to ensure universal access to its
proposed —information highway," seuing up. federal panel
to promote the technology needed
and propose changes in
legislation.
Meanwhile, construction of the
telecommunications network is
getting under way. Leading computer and communications firms.
universities and a federal
research laboratory announced
plans Wednesday for a test project linking computers at nine
sites across the country.
Called Earth Data Systems, the
project will involve sharing
research data on tropical deforestation and ocean pollution. Backers said the effort would begin in
November.
In Washington, meanwhile,
Vice President Gore and Commerce Secretary Ron Brown said
Wednesday the administration
would form a task force of government officials to study information technology and to assure
that no American is left out of
the ''information revolution."
The United States leads. In
many high tech industries. But
some fear that better coordination
between government and private
industry in other countries could
give an edge to foreign
competition.
"Obviously, we are in the early stages of an information revolution as sweeping and powerful
as any revolution in the history of
mankind," Gore told reporters
Wednesday.
"It's critically important to the
economic future of the United
States," he said. "In the information marketplace of the 21st
century, the nation, that.does the
best job of building a information
infrastructure will dominate."
The task force,. along with an
advisory council of private citiicns President Clinton has
ordered assembled to guide the
task force's work, will study the
technology and decide whether
new laws are needed to coordinate and encourage it. Brown will
name the council members in
December.

The task force's work is
expected to lead to an overhaul of
the Communications Act of 1934.
The act has been amended over
the years to address new technologies, but has its roots in the
days when there was one telephone company, computers did
not exist and broadcasting was in
its infancy.
Brown said the biggest challenge would be revising laws and
regulations to ensure that business has the impetus to go forward with new inventions and
marketing ideas.
There is "extraordinary potential within our grasp," Brown
said; likening the development of
a sophisticated information network to the building of the federal highway system.
Just as the economy developed
around the interstates, new
businesses expected to spring•up
along the communications
network.
Two-thirds of Americans work
in information-related jobs and
the rest are in industries that rely
heavily on information, the administration said.
"The president and his administration have taken an important step toward ensuring that an
advanced national information
infrastructure becomes 3 reality,"
said George Fisher, chairman and
CEO of Motorola Inc. and the
chairman of the Council on
Competitiveness.
Industry and government, by
cooperating to build a prototype
information highway, will accelerate technological advances.
needed to keep American
businesses competitive, said Lewis E. Platt, Hewlett-Packard Co.'s
president and chief executive.
"The existence of such an
infrastructure will foster the creation of a wide variety of new
information-based jobs and services," Platt said in announcing
the test project on Wednesday.
On a technical level, the project will give telecommunications
and computer companies a
chance to learn how to integrate
computer networks, software and
communications systems.

Another test project to come
later will be the computerization
of patient health records linked
together on networks and accessible to doctors around the country.
said David Callisch, spokesman
for SynOptics Communications,
one of the members of the test
consortium. No details were
available on that plan.
SynOptics has led the development of a technology called
Asynchronous Transfer Mode,
which allows voice, data and
images to move over phone lines
simultaneously.
Founding merribefs of the consortium arc American Telephone
& Telegraph Co.. Oregon State
University, the U.S. Department
of Energy's Sandia National
Laboratory in New Mexico, Digital Equipment Corp., the University of California at Berkeley:
Ellery Systems InC., Essential Communications, and HewlettPackard.
Also included are the University of New Hampshire, Network
Systems Corp.. Novell Inc , Ohio
State University, Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory,
Sprint, Sun Microsystems ComSynOptics.
puter Corp.

* * *
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The 1993-94 Leadership Murray class Includes (not In order:) Tony Boyd, Thomas Denton, Don Elias
Annazette Fields, Jeanne Fleming, Ronnie Gibson, Bob Hargrove, Mark Hunt, Melodie Jones, Sabrina Kar•
raker, Pete Lancaster, Kate Lochte, Paul Newby, Gall Parker, John Peck, Jan Pooley, Don Robertson,
Ricky Steiner, Jim Taylor, Jerry Thomas, Tony Thompson, Charles Ward and Susan White. The Leadership
class will attend a retreat later this month and take part In seven full-day sessions through April. The
program is designed to train future leaders for Murray and Calloway County.
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Jagger, told reporters in Bradford, England, that her daughter
said she and Colley tried to flee
because they were . convinced
they would be killed.
"Margaret said they were confused but did not think they had
any chance at all, whether they
handed over the money or not,"
she said.
Gov. Lawton Chiles offered a
$10,000 reward for information
leading to the killers' conviction,
and ordered 540 auxiliary officers
from various state agencies to
patrol the state's 48 interstate
highway rest areas.
The state also suspended all
tourist advertising after the
killing.
Chiles, however, said an
announcement by Universal Studios Florida that it plans a
10-year, $3 billion expansion of
its Orlando resort "indicates confidence in the state." Ground
breaking on the. expansion is
expected in 1995.
Some residents of Monticello,
a town of 2,6(X) near Tallahassee,
expressed dismay that the killers
might live among them.
"1 think the police are under a
lot of pressure because of what
happened in Miami and this
being a person from another
country," said Bill Brumfield, a
city councilman and high school
economics teacher. "It's embarrassing. This is really a nice
town."
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NEW YORK (AP) — Seemed
like old times. The presentation
of a medal. Margaret Thatcher
and George Bush.
Only this time, she's no longer
prime minister of Britain and he's
no longer president of the United
States.
Thatcher presented Bush with
the Business Council for the
United Nations Medal in a cue- •
mony Tuesday at the WaldorfAstoria hotel.
"The last time we appeared
publicly together, he was giving
me a medal — the United Stites
Medal of Freedom," Thatcher
said. "I hope to go on meeting
him like this."
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in slaying of British tourist

The car police believe was
used in the crime was found near
Monticello. It contained a broken
hubcap, and the broken piece was
found at the Interstate 10 rest
stop where Colley was killed.
Fortune said Colley and Jagger
struck the car with their rental car
as they tried to flee the confrontation. Colley was shot in the
neck and Ms. Jagger was wounded in the chest and arm.
The victim's father, Terry Colley, denounced the United States
as "a sick country."
Ms. Rigger's mother, Muriel

• a uco

Pay Nothing for 12 Months!

Police round up youths

N1ONTICELLO, Fla. (AP) —
With few leads, police began
rounding up black youths with
troubled pasts in the hunt for the
killers of a British tourist, an
approach that drew criticism from
some parents in this quiet, treelined town.
"They just feel like they can
do anything," complained Susan
Mae Johnson, mother of a
16-year-old brought in for questioning. "They said he might be
involved. I'm not going for it."
Gary Colley, 34, of England
was fatally shot and his girlfriend
wounded early Tuesday by the
two youths who knocked on the
windows of his rental car at a
well-lighted, well-traveled rest
stop where the couple stopped to
nap.
Police have little more to go on
than the stolen car used by the
attackers. About a dozen teens
were summoned to the small
county jail house on Wednesday,
said Jefferson County Sheriff
Ken Fortune.
Fortune said Colley's girlfriend, Margaret Ann Jagger, 35,
had viewed a lineup of those
brought in, but he refused to disclose details until a news conference this morning.
As many as 60 youths with
criminal records involving firearms or stolen cars were to be
photographed and fingerprinted
as part of the investigation, Fortune said.
Fortune said police understood
parents' concerns but added,
"We've got a job to do."
Colley's killing was the ninth
of a foreign visitor to Florida
since 1992. Coming days after
the highway killing of a German
honeymooner in Miami, it has
rocked the state's S31 billion
tourism industry.
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Vaults at Knox, West Point hold drugs

'Viva Hidalgo:' Mexico
celebrates Independence Day

FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Enough opium and morphine to
satisfy the medical needs of the
entire nation for a year is housed
in vaults at Fort Knox and West
Point, N.Y.
The Defense Logistics Agency,
which is charged with stockpiling
strategic materials, contracts with
the U.S. Mint to store its most
precious materials in the depositories. Since Treasury officials
don't offer tours of the gold
vaults, the stored drugs have been
secret for years.
The Courier Journal reported
today that officials are investing
another $7 million to preserve the
S23 million drug stockpile a
defense official concedes is an
outdated precaution.
Since 1955 the drugs have
been part of the nation's strategic
reserves and were intended to
tide the country over if foreign
opium supplies were cut off in an
emergency.
Officials from the U.S. Mint
refused to discuss the drugs.
referring all questions to the
Defense Logistics Agency. Bob
O'Brien. deputy administrator o(
the agency's Defense National
Stockpile Center, at first would
say only that refined and unrefined painkillers are part of the
department's strategic reserve.
Citing security concerns, he
refused at first to confirm where
the narcotics were stored. But he
eventually confirmed for the

MEXICO CITY (AP) — With President Carlos Salinas de Gilttari giving the traditional cry of "Viva La Independericia!" Mexicans kicked off their Independence Day festivities.
A cheering horde of hundreds of thousands filled the square
below the National Palace late Wednesday to bear Salinas re-enact
the "pito" — the cry of independence first delivered Sept. 15,
1810, by Roman Catholic priest Miguel Hidalgo, who exhorted parishioners to rebel against Spain.
"Viva Hidalgo!" the president shouted, holding the Mexican
flag on the balcony following an honor-guard salute and the solemn
playing of the national anthem. Thousands waved white handkerchiefs and roared back "Viva Mexico!"
There were no protests against the president, and none of the
demonstrators who for weeks had camped out on the central Zocalo
were in evidence.
Some 1,600 demonstrators and their crude plastic tents were
cleared only a day earlier in preparation for the festivities. Those
protesters include farmers, renters, coffee powers and fired oil
workers demanding severance pay and other help.
But only cheering merrymakers were in evidence, possibly
100,000 of them, as the fireworks crackled and a military band
played.
The festivities were to continue today with parades, lunches and
+ wreath-laying ceremonies all across the country.

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1' 2

CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

S3,725 2' 1 CAR (24x24)
$4,925
$4,425 LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

The Evolution
_•••Continues.
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Louisville newspaper that the
drugs were stored next to 147
million troy ounces of gold in
Fort Knox and another 60 million
troy ounces of gold at West
Point.
Beth Offenbacker, a DLA
spokeswoman, at first told the
paper that opium had been part of
the stockpile, but she said it had
all been convened to morphine.
When told that a spokesman from
NORAMCO — a Delaware company that is refining the opium
for the DLA — had said the company had yet to receive all drugs,
she confirmed that opium was
still part of the stockpile.
She told the newspaper 11,571
pounds of gum opium are still
stored at Fort Knox.
But the drugs could not be
used immediately, even in a
national emergency, according to
Dave • Connor, a Spokesman for
NORAMCO. Even the refined
morphine must be further processed before being used. "You
wouldn't want to take -a spoonful
of this stuff or anything," he
said.
Although the stockpile of narcotics is designed to tide the
country over in the event foreign
opium supplies are cut off, an
extended interruption is now
unlikely. U.S. drug companies
once bought nearly all of their
opium from India and Turkey.
But a new method of opium production was developed in the ear-

ly 1970s. Commerce with several
widely dispersed nations would
have to be interrupted before the
agency's stockpile would be
needed.
Glenn Rood, a Department of
Defense policy spokesman, acknowledged that the huge stores of
narcotics didn't make sense anymore. "Things have changed,
and we're taking a serious look at
selling off items in the stockpile." he said. "It's an obvious
situation."
The DLA had hoped to sell its
drug stockpiles, but Congress
struck the painkillers from a 1992
list of 40 commodities it allowed
the agency to sell, Offenbacker
said.
Federal law precludes the
agency from selling anything out
of its stockpile in quantities that
would hurt domestic producers,
Offenbacker said. And the government has more than enough
morphine to hurt domestic manufacturers of the drug if it were all
dumped on the market.

France gains ground in
bitter EC-US farm dispute
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
France appears to be gaining
ground in its campaign to force
the United States and the Euro-
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Stop by our booth at the Car Show
and see what's new for 1994! You'll see
some exciting changes and hot new
vehicles!
Great Price...Great Selection...
Great Service...It's All Right Here
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury.

The All New 1994 Mustang
Set To Debut In December '93.
Ask One Of Our Salesmen
For More Information!

*The rear anti-lock brake system is one of many "operating
safety" features designed to
help you avoid an accident.
*Rear high-mount stop lamp is
a new safety feature standard
on a 1994 F-Series.

•1994 F-Series equipped with
standard driver-side air bag.

1994 Ford F-Series
Truly A Rewarding Experience!
*Equipped with driver and front passenger air bag supplemental restraints.
The 1994 Thunderbird comfortably accommodates five
passengers.

Find out more about the new
Thunderbird, Mustang & F-Series
and other vehicles at the car show!

The All New 1994 Thunderbird

At

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury has
been the recipient of the Chairman's
Award for the past seven consecutive
years. Only 4 dealers of 5,024 dealerships nationwide have ever won this
award seven times.
Ask one
of our
salesmen
about our
special
rates!

Customer satisfaction — it's what we
built our business on. We believe our
customers should be as happy after the
sale as they were the day they made
their purchase. That's why anytime you
buy a new or used vehicle from us rest
assured you will be happy.
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759-1980
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Charlie Hargrove
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Larry McCully
753-4552

Joe Atkins
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Dwight McDowell
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
"You Will Be Satisfied"

701 Main St. Murray
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Thc agency could have sold its
opium before it was processed
into morphine. The sales might
have depressed the world opium
market, but since there are no
domestic producers of opium, no
American company would have
been hurt.
Instead, the agency contracted
with NORAMCO to convert the
remaining opium into morphine
sulphate. Officials said they
didn't have a choice. Without
Congress' authorization to sell
the drugs, the agency decided it
had to convert as aging opium
into morphine or the opium
would have become useless,
Offcnbacker said.
The Defense Department has
had better luck selling some of
the other commodities stored in
the bullion depositories. On June
11, the agency sold 932,806 karats of diamonds for $77 million.
Another 500,000 karats of natural
diamonds will be offered for sale
Sept. 24 in large lots. The diamonds vary in size from very
small to 10-karat gems.

(502)753-5273

pean Community to soften an
accord on trimming agricultural
subsidies.
In an interview with The Associated Press, Rene Steichen, farm
chief of the EC's executive agency, appealed to Washington to
accept some fine-tuning in the
agreement, Which was negotiated
last year.
His remarks were the first by a
senior official in the trading bloc
to call for even. minor modifications in the agreement.
The U.S.-EC accord — known
as the Blair House agreement
after the Washington building
where it was worked out — is to
be used as the basis for the agricultural section of the revised
global trading system being developed by 114 countries.
Continuing disagreement over
the subsidies could delay that
ambitious effort at trade revision.
France contends that all EC countries must individually approve
the accord before it becomes used
as a model for the world trade
agreement.
The United States has refused
to tamper with the deal, fearing it
would wreck chances to wrap up
the world trade talks by Dec. 15.
Agriculturtl subsidies are a
longtime contentious issue
between the United States and the
EC. Washington contends' that
EC countries' heavy subsidies
give their exports an unfair
advantage.
The EC wants to retain some
subsidies as a way of protecting
small, family farms'. French farmers have been especially adamant, engaging in widespread protests, blockades and occasionally
dumping produce.
Steichen, in the interview, acknowledged the French had "difficulties with the issue."
"There is a tradition in the
community if one membercountry has a big concern, we
always try to have a solution,"
he said.
If American officials want to
conclude the trade talks this year,
he said, "they must be flexible."
The U.S.-EC accord would
slash the volume of the EC's subsidized farm exports by 21 percent over six years.
Steichen said "we shouldn't
touch" the 21 percent figure.
But he said yearly reductions
could be more gradual than now
set out in the accord to take
account of recent increases in EC
farm exports.

Fire officials
plead guilty
to embezzling
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two former officials of the Pleasure Ridge Park Fire Department
pleaded guilty to embezzling tens
of thousands of dollars in department funds.
Paul D. "
- Danny" Curry Sr.
and Mack E. Poole each accepted
five-year prison terms in
exchange for the guilty pleas
Tuesday. Curry, 54, pleaded guilty to five counts of theft by failure to make required disposition
of property. Poole, 51, pleaded
guilty to four counts of the same
charge.
Jefferson Circuit Judge William Knopf scheduled sentencing
for Nov. 1. Under the plea agreement, Curry must repay the fire
department $56,948 at least 10
days before sentencing, and Poole
must pay $81,905.
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Most Britons say they
still like Queen Elizabeth II
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Others say she's a good tourist
draw, representing 1,100 years of
royal pomp and ceremony.
Still others say they feel safer
knowing she's on the throne, a
permanent font of experienced.
non-partisan advice to prime
ministers who come and go, and
'keeper of all the residual powers
of government.
"Look at what's happening in
Yugoslavia. They don't have a
queen. Maybe things wouldn't be
so bad if they did," says 9-yearold Sally Winuip.
Sally _amkher_ parents Were
among the crowds' lining the
public piers at Southampton hoping to catch a glimpse of the
queen as she set Saii -on the royal
yacht Britannia on her annual
holiday in Scotland.
They were disappointed, but
members of the British Sailors
Society, an ecumenical charity
helping merchant sailors, were
not. To mark their 175th annivprsary, they were invited to make
up the formal send off party for
---tbe-qtreenTand-many-wen. able to
meet and talk to her.
"I'm not particularly a royalist, yet I've got to admit I felt a
lump in my throat," said David
Hughdie, who manages seafarers
centers for the charity.
"Most British people are very
proud of the way we do the royal
occasions, things like Trooping
the Color (the parade marking the
queen's birthday), the opening of
Parliament. We laugh at it, but
secretly we're very proud about
it. No Americans could do it. She
seems to be the embodiment of
it," he said.
The Rev. James MacDonald,
the society's prime chaplain, said
he admires the way the queen's
behavior has always been above
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SOUTHAMPTON. England
(AP) — Despite the growing
debate about the future of the
British monarchy, her children's
messy marital bust-ups and other
woes of her "horrible year."
Queen Elizabeth II remains one
popular lady.
Prime Minister Paul Keating of
Australia. who is visiting Balmoral Castle on Saturday. reportedly plans to tell the queen her
services are no longer required
Down Under. He wants Australia
to become a republic by the
2000.
But after 41 years on the
throne, this tiny, gray-haired
grandmother still draws admiring
.crowds wherever she goes. Polls
indicate her loyal subjects here
still view their queen as a hard
and-a--good ambassador'
for Britain.
For some, it's just a habit.
They like the 67-year-old
monarch because she's been
around as long as they can

•

WASHINGTON (AP) —1.4s.
House members from tobacco
states told a White House lobbyist that they won't support
health-reform legislation if it limits "sin-tax" increases to cigarettes, two North Carolina Democrats said.
;Reps. Charlie Rose and Bill
Hefner said the group made it
clear to chief White House lobbyist Howard Paster in a closed-door meeting Tuesday that any
increase must include alcoholic
beverages and possibly.. other
products.
The meeting with Paster was
attended by about a dozen Democrats from North Carolina and
several other states, including at
least one from Kentucky, Rep.
Scotty Baesler, D-6th District 4.,
Rose indicated it would be
politically impossible for
tobacco-farm representatives to
supricort -a large tax increaseonly
on cigarettes. He was reacting to
reports that President Clinton
might propose such an increase.
Hefner said the lawmakers did
not tell Paster how big an
increase in the cigarette tax they
would be willing to accept if
alcohol were also hit.
However, Rose suggested.
afterwards that the limit, at least
for him, would be a doubling of
the email ; rate of 24 cents a
pact
''We think anything over a 100
percent increase in the cigarette
tax is very punitive and discriminatory, and we think it's time for
the White House to get real about
alcohol and stop implying they
arc just talking about tobacco."
he said

reproach — unlike, say, her
daughter-in-law, Fergie, who was
photographed topless cuddling
her "financial adviser." or her
son, Prince Charles, taped speaking fondly and earthily to a married woman friend.
John Moffat, a retired captain
who organized the queen's
farewell, said he had met both the
queen and Prime Minister John
Major in May at the 50th
anniversary-of the-Battle of the
Atlantic.
"The prime minister didn't
make any impression at all, but
when the queen came down the
line to ,shake hands with us —
tremendous!" Moffat said.
But the pollsters say problems
could lie ahead.
While polls consistently paint
-the- -queen as hardworking an
personally popular, they show
declining respect for the institution of monarchy and growing
feeling that it won't survive beyond the middle of the next century, said Shan Gosschaik of
MORI (Market Opinion and
Research International).
Only 36 percent of people
surveyed this year thought Britain
would still have a monarchy in
50 years, down from 69 percent
only three years ago, Gosschalk
said.
Support for the monarchy is
strongest among.older people, he
said. Eighteen percent of Britons
surveyed this summer favored
Britain's becoming a republic,
while 69 percent preferred
remaining a monarchy._

WASHINGTON (Al') — The 32 prisoners executed in the
United States so far this year is the most since the 47 executions in
1962.
There were 31 last year.
The electrocution late Tuesday of Joe Louis Wise in Virginia
brought to 220 the number of U.S. executions since 1977, when the
first prisoner was put to death after a 10-year hiatus.
Leigh Dingerson of the National Coalition to Abolish the Death
ilenalty called the rising numbers of executions "discouraging but
not wholly unexpected."
"The number of men and women on death rows is approaching
3,000," she said. "It's inevitable more of them will be exhausting
their appeals." she said.
Dingerson said the nation's courts have grown impatient with
capital punishment disputes. "We're seeing more and more cases
tossed out of the courts, especially federal courts, that would have
been heard five years ago," she said. "The courts are more and
more willing to let Stales pull the switch."
The Supreme Court in 1972 ruled unconstitutional the capital
punishment laws that existed then. In fact, no execution had
occurred since 1967.
States responded to the 1972 ruling by enacting new laws, and in
1976 the high court said the death penalty was constitutional_under
certain guidelines. Gary Gilmore's execution in Utah was thefirst
after that ruling.
The number of U.S. executions dwindled throughout the I960s.
There were 47 in 1962. but only 46 over the next five years.
Thousands of prisoners were executed in the preceding 'three
decades, In 1935 alone, 199 executions were carried out.

Country star marries fan
played "
: Between Us," and country singer Joe Stampley serenaded the couple at the reception.
The 25-year-old Lawrence was
winner of this year's Academy of
Country Music's New Male Vocalist award. His latest album,
"Alibis," sold more than I million coptcs

OSLO, Norway (AP)
Hijackers believed to be Iranian
who used grenades and other
explosives to commandeer a Russian airliner surrendered and
sought political asylum in Norway today.
All passengers and crew were
released unharmed, officials said,
but there were conflicting repdrts
of how may people were aboard.
The Aeroflot Tu-I34 jet was
hijacked en route from Baku, the
capital of Azerbaijan, to Perm,
Russia. It was diverted to Kiev,
the capital of Ukraine, where it
was refueled, and then flew to the
Gardermocn charter airport about
25 mile:. north of Oslo.
As the I 1-hour ordeal came to
an end, four men walked down
the airliner's stairs with their
hands in the air and were taken,
into police custody. Government
spokesman Gunnar Angeltveit
said three asked for asylum; he
did not give further details on the
fourth.
Justice Minister Grcte Faremo
said there were three hijackers
and one.-presumed accomplice."
But it was not clear if the
accomplice was among the four
taken into custody; officials,
speaking anonymously, said the
accomplice may have left earlier
when some women and children
were released.
Angelveit said two suitcases
filled with explosives were found
on the plane. An official at the
scene said the hijackers had-grenades strapped to their bodies.
"No reason has been given to
me for this hijacking _other .than

the fact that they wanted to come
to Norway." Justice Minister
Farm() said.
She said it was too early to say
anything about the hijackers'
nationality, but added there was
no indication it had any connection with the Middle East peace
process, in which Norway brokered an historic agreement
between Israel and the Palestine
Liberation Organization.
But Ukrainian, Russian and
Azerbaijani officials' reported
that the hijackers were Iranians,
and possibly linked to the radical
Shiite Muslim militia Hezbollah.
The Iranian-backed group has
called the Israeli-PLO deal "the
crime of the century" and vowed
to wreck the peace process.
Throughout the drama, there
were roll-Ili-Wag- -reports on
details. Russian Security Ministry
officials said there were 45 passengers, six Russian crew members and the Ukrainian aboard
when the Aeroflot jet headed
west across the Baltic Sea and
Sweden.
When the hijacking ended,
Faremo said there had been 58
people aboard, and Regional.
Police Chief Knut Austad said
there had been 55. The discrepancy was not clarified.
Negotiations were conducted in
English and Russian, with the
help of Russian Embassy officials. An Aeroflot spokesman at
the airport, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said two of
the hijackers were. Iranian
-b-r
s.-

THE 1ST

MURRAY
NEW CAR
TRUCK
AND
VAN SHOW
SPONSORED BY:
MURRAY NEW CAR DEALERS ASSOC.
and THE BANK OF MURRAY

.
4***As*•00

15

Hijacked Russian
jet lands in Norway

Executions at highest
pace since 1962

NASHVILLE, Tcnn. (AP)
Country singer Tracy Lawrence
has married a woman he met at
post-concert autograph session in
Denver seven months ago.
Lawrence and Frances Weatherford, 24, of Farmington. N.M.,
tied the knot Monday night at a
Nashville chapel.
Members_of Lawrence's. band__
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West KY Expo Center • September 17, 18 & 19
1-9 p.m. Friday & Saturday; 1-5 p.m. Sunday - West College Farm Road, Murray
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MURRAY LELit..;ER & TIMES
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C4ASSIFIED

•

5,6
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DEADUNES
Deadline* are I day* in advance and are as follows
Fnday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
...... Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
T\iesday 3
Thursday Edition
.Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
\
Legal Notice
Nonce
.......
......
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
...
Lost & Found

I.SIP1.01

I

Wante8

410

Public Sale

470

070

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

485
490

Situation Wanted

560

Pres Column

495

570

W•nted

100 •

&Mimes

Op pomu ru ty
Instruction

110

Exterminating
Businees Serowe,*
Heating And Cooling
Somme Offered

230
250
290
530

MISt E1.1.1NEOL S

\

SIElti

RI' I. 1..4.%1 F. SALES

/WU FST‘IF 1111•ATtl.

120

060

090

OFFICE !SOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
••••I• It% It I. •••

Farm Equipment
La vetitlxk & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
..... Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
$50 ....

Advertaers are requested to check the
first merman of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger k Tumee will be
rests:amble for only one Incorrect tneerlion. Any error should be reported
unmeduataly so cornecttons can be
made

753-1916

FAHNIElts NilAttlil, I

•sol 'at 1.
010
020 .
025
030
040
050 .

V\sl.01( I ti I( IN

480

SOO
510
520

Mobil* Horne' For Rant

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

36.5

For Sale Or Lome

280

Motorcycles
Auto Serino/es
Auto Part.s
Deed Cars
................... Van.
Used Trucks
Campers
Bosts & Motors

130

140
150

Horne Loans

B4sineea Rentals

420

310

Want To Rent

430

320

....... Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rant

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sole

360

For Rant or Lea..

460

Homes For Sale

Real Estate

.........

Lake Property

435.

classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

AIMIS:111=

TO PLACE AN JD CALL

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m_
p.m.
p.m.

Master Card

155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

II

$500 Column Inch
Display Ads
sos Cherseot bid kart
Essesects kra Ran
All 3 Ads Must Ran *lune S Dm y Pasta
1175 per comae usal ears fur Twasaa. Shea
Gird,

\I)1-.I

Reader Ads:

Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bey
Articles For Salo
. Appliances

25e per word $500 mutt/num lit
day 5. per word per day for each
additional consecutive day 11 75
extra for shopper(Tue. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide , 12.00 ex.
tra for blind box ada

HFUTfuShIngl
.OMO

Antique*
Vacuum Cleaners
Sowing Mechinm
Hooey Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
.. Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pete & Supplim

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2 00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

210
Notke

Notice

BRIDAL 'j
REGISTRY
Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

The Panhandler
••', Bel-Air Center

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Ape 114.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays tor
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care 1Mt
Medicare s new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home lnsur
ance is more important
than ever For free intor

10 FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701
SERIOUS writers and/or
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monthly publicabon
it enough people' we interested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send responses to
Survey, PO Box 592 Mur
,ay KY 42071

Attention Murray

**POSTAL JOBS**
$11.95/hr.

to

start.

plus benetitS Postal
sorters
carriers,
clerks, maintenance
For an application
and

exam

CALLOWAY County Con
crate Structural walls
slabs drives walks Col
ored & stamped contrete
Free estimates 474-8338
CONSTITUTION Square
Festwal.Denville, KY September 18-20 120 pried
crafters Living history reenactment Bluegrass
bands. fiddle contest, museum tours. wagon & carriage rides (606)
236 5089
MRS. THERESA, Reader
8 Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554 7904 call for
appointment

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local dam service'
lAULIS FOR SALE BeaLt.
tul colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right, 1st house
on right 435 4020
MUSIC DJ Dances par
ties weddings all musical
styles 753 0343
RAPID WEIGHT LOSS
Lose pounds/inches safely
quickly Specializing in ditti
cult cases Increases
metabolism Stops hunger
Guaranteed fast results'
Call Now Get 20% Oft
United Pharmaceutical
1 800 733 3288 (COD's
Accepted)

America's Second Car

Uglg Duckling
arr
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town,
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

MUMS
$2.50
Dig Your Own

Potted $3.50
All Colors & Sizes
641 toward Almo
Look For Signs

753-3068
STRESSED OUT? Their
aputic massage relieves
tension relaxes sore mus
des assists weight loss
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753 3801
$351hr, house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist
050
Lost
And Found
rings
3
LOST
engagement wedding ring
& pink ice During week of
Aug 30th at Hospital park
ing or Shoney s parking lot.
Murray
Call collect
901-247 5883
LOST on 732 near General
Store Black Doberman/
Great Dane mix Ears
cropped tail cut Black nylon studded collar, lyr old
Is sons pet Generous reward Named Banchee
753-8694
060
Help
Wanted
ALL around maintenance
man needed Apply in person at Riviera Courts Office. 8am 11arn only No
phone calls

Every Tuesday Night at
(Deers sp. •1 6iYi

7:00

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 weal io..lonnny Robertson Road

P1.15I•C

05't

753-0166

PION-PROTiT ORGANIZATION

PO Box 1033

Murray

WOOD WORKS

,,:scSoi

116

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY

1.

age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

,„:".`t••

-,•
"

•

..!(;_. •
-" •
•

McConnell Insurance Agency

• a.

rie7,

•-•
•

•

-

753-4199

905 Sycamore, Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of Service"

AMBITIOUS individuals
needed for the House of
Uoyd Party Plan Part time
work, Full-time pay No col
lecbng, no deliveries $500
kit supplied Call for an
application today'
1 800-264 2166
AUTOMOTIVE technician
Full time experience mandatory, salary based upon
experience benefits package included Call for ap
poinunent Cunningham
Auto Repair 753 6831
CONVENANT TRANSPORT THE ROAD TO
YOUR FUTURE LAST
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
OVER
EARNED
$85,000 Starting at $ 27 to
$ 29 Per Mile. Paid Health
and Life Insurance, Motel
Layover Pay, Loading"
Unloading Pay. Deadhead/
Vacation Pay, Spouse
Rider Program. Solos Welcome. Truck Driving
School Graduates Welcome 1 800 441 4394

Murray
POSTAL JOBS**
s21 $1. 41 ?hr. tenefits.
Attention

Vacation & info. cal
• 216)320259 • 7 art
to 10 pm 7 days
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
lure and help to get a solid
career' We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are aniE0E This pro
190 is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA
WANTED waitress part
time position Beaktime
Billiards Call 759 9303
12noon 12midnight

Parts Counter
Salesperson
with heavy duty
truck knowledge
expenence
Call Glenda at
Trucks, Trailers &
Buses, Murray

753-1372

intorma

tion, call 1-219-736
4715, ext. P-3482. 8
am to8p.m., 7days

meta)
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 81 19
Tues
1 800 649 3804

Articles
Fos Sob

Help
Wanted

OVER the road drivers
3yrs verifiable experience
CDL license 23yrs of age
or over Reefer Rollins
DCS 502 753 1156

DRIVERS BURLINGTON
MOTOR CARRIERS sad
ding 300 NEW TRUCKS'
Seeking ShorthaulOTR,
Contractors Outstanding
pay/benefits sign on be
nus assigned trucks EOE
Cat 1 800 JOIN BMC

SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company wit
train Call Monday thru Fr,day, gam lpm only
615-399 8269

DRIVERS Over the Road
Van/Flat 35 States. lyr experience verifiable start
25 28 cents/mile with 3 yrs
Call
Benefits
1-800-444 6648

MURRAY
SUPPLY
COMPANY

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
No experience Free sup
plies Free info No obligation Send SASE to Hi-Lo.
Dept 28, PO Box 3648. San
Angelo. TX 76902

208 East Main

Has immediate
opening for a
warehouse sales
person.
Apply in person
Mon & Tues.,
Sept. 20 & 21st
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

EASY work! EXCELLENT
pay, Over 400 companies
need home workers distributors NOWI Call for
amazing recorded mes
saga 502329-1217 ext
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME'
EXPERIENCED meat cut
ter Apply in person at
Save A Lot Grocery Store
in. Murray, between
Barn 5pm No phone calls
please

No phone calls
please.

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggresstve IndtvIdual
with an advertising and sales background .
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission. excellent company benefits E0E. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray. KY 42071

The Murray Board of Education is currentty
accepting applications for the following
position
Primary Instructional Aldo
Three hours per day for 1rib -remainder of the
1993-94 school year. Working with 5- & .6year-olds Performing tasks under the direction of certified staff members
Preference will be given to
Cerlked Teochers

Elementary Ecluccrion Majors
Cerlifed Teachers Ades and
Early Childhood Aides siefh CDA certificates
Interested persons should submit an application to
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Willie Jackson or Bob Lewis
ATTN

FRIENDLY HOME PAR
TIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash in
vestment Part time hours
with full bme pay Two cata
logs over 700 items Call
1-800 488 4875

DEALERS and Distributors NEW 16" & 165 Blem
needed Deer Co Cain Mix truck tires $60 & up Also
and Stamp Likker Made by XP2000 W L Generals 1st
Deer Suckers Perfect pan line at low low prices Lots
time Job Call (502) of used tires $10 $15 $20
932 3789 Must have bust
each Warehouse Tire 400
ness license number
Industrial Road 753 1111

FULL time pre school
teacher Qualification with
experience preferred Send
resume to Wee Care De
velopment Center 109 So
15th Murray Ky 42071
Substitute teacher posi
bons also available

LOCAL snack route 10
machines $6200 includes
everything
1 800 940 7070

LICENSED LIFE &
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED Quality products
high commissions with ad
vend:, before issue lead
System, and benefits (Must
qualify for advances & ben
Call
efits)
1 -800-252-2581
MANAGER -retail farm
store Must have three
years agriculture related
management experience
Pay negotiable. benefits
Apply. Box 230, Benton KY
42025
HOUSEPARENT Live in
position available working
with individuals with MR
Work 23 days ott 5 Room &
Board provided plus benefits Call between 8am 4pm
Monday Friday
502 227 4821
J B HUNT-Do you want
better payl Do you want
more miles/ Then call J B
Hunt 1 800-8452197 If
you have your CDL can
1-800 368-8538 Training
available for inexperienced
drivers EOE/Subiect to
drug screen

F

Position Available
Dietary Aide
Part time, afternoon shift.
Competitive pay and benefits. Apply at West View
Nursing Home.

SO2 733 1304
140, SOUTN "fah STINE'

TAUSINAY

KENTUCKY 4207"

SELL SNICKERS MARS
NESTLES FRITO LAY
Area's best vending oppor
tunny of the 90 s Invest
$14,500,approved locations,125 machines) estiearnings
mated
$1100 $1500 weekly
1 800 358 8382
WELL established retail
building supply business,
since 1955 in nice Central
Ky Town Trained personnel Serving a 25 mile radius Owner retirement
age Below cost offered
Phone 502 932 4303

Instruct on

BECOME A PARALEGAL
Join Americas fastest
growing profession Work
with attorneys Lawyer instructed home study The
Finest Paralegal Program
Available FREE Catalogue 800-362-7070 Dept
$SJOBS$$$ LX 742
Employment/Training KY
Farmworker Programs. Inc
Helps disadvantaged
Want
Fwmworkers seek employ,
To Buy
meet and training opportunities Jobs available
ANTIQUES by the piece or
construction workers.
collections Call 753-9433
sheet Metal workers, asafter 5pm
sembly operators, cooks
drivers & more No fees
CASH paid for good used
charged Equal Employ
rifles, shotguns and pismere Opportunity Program
Call 1-800-950-3276 KY tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h
Farmworker Program. Inc
Calloway Court House. 3rd Murray
Floor. Murray. KY 42071
JAPANESE Swords Dag
Phone (502) 753-0708 for gers Bronzes Prints Primore information about vate Collector Top Dollar
qualifying Please ask for Paid 1.502 231-5897 Gary
Rita Shelton
Grose 5509 Pavilion Way.
Send
LAWN maintenance full Louisville KY 40291
time position available Call photo if potisible
& leave message between
9am 5pm only 753-5726
Maley Lawn & Landscape
Service

SEASONED red oak firewood 753 2542

WE BUY MORTGAGES
MOTHER Goose Day Care and Trust Deeds Did you
in Mayfield now hiring child
sell property, Receiving
care stet, Mon-Fri, experi- payments' Why wait' Fast
ence or associate degree CASH NOWI Any sizepreferable Call Janice for Nationwide Great prices
appointment 247 4781 Call 1-800 659 CASH
days or 247-7541 (2274)
evenings
WANTED barmaids waitresses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Paris
Cafe
901 642 4297 7pm 2am
WANTED Pressman &
Bindery positions Immediate openings for exper
'ended personnel Call
Marc 502 753 8802 Innovative Printing Murray KY
LEGAL secretary Send resume to PO Box 1594
Murray KY 42071

West NIcw

LOG HOME DEALER
SHIP' Unlimited earning
potential' art/ Full time
Leads training Models
from $14904 Brentwood
Log Homes 427 River
Rock Blvd Murfreesboro
TN 37129 800 264 LOGS
(5647)

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and experienced references Cat
Linda 759-9553
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474 2131 nights
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Call 474 2386 ask for Barbara Canup

1991 MURRAY riding
mower $550 runs & looks
good Ask for Matthew
436 2102
200 AMP service box &
pole $150 40tt tower & Big
Jack antenna with wire
$150/both 753-1217
901 232 8255
20 3CU ft Hotpoint freezer
$100 firm Fisher Component Cabinet home stereo
has cd player turn table
am/fm radio 2 cassette
decks & wireless remote
753-9736
5 RIDING lawn mowers
some garden tillers
753-8649
7FT lofted barn phone
hook up electrical outlet
37 months old Call
753 4535 can leave
message

NEW twin bed bunk beds
black & white tv 35mm
camera set of American
Racing wheels that fits a
Chevrolet computer desk
several other items
753 8419 759 4473 after
5pm
OLD time bath tub with claw
feet $450 753 6376
ONE way flight from Padu
cah Ky to Phoenix Az
Sept 30th Cat after 5pm
502 436-2612
PANASONIC VHS camcorder 2 lux, 6x zoom battery
charger, adapter, carrying
cate excellent condition
$450 753-7855

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
New Commercial Home
Units From $199 Lamps
Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800 462 9197

SEWING lobs wanted in
eluding formal wen,
753 1061

220
Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9603
2a0
Miscellaneous
A Beautiful Wedding in Gat
inburg s First and Original
Chapels (Since 1980) No
tests No Waiting Photos
Flowers Music
Honeymoon Suites (Fire
places Heart shaped Ja
cuzzis) Christian
Ceremony Rev Ed Taylor
24
Call
Hours
1 800 346 2779

cony, kitchen clubhouse
pool'edam Honeymoon
Weekend Spiaaals1 lndrvi
dual units rented by
Schwigert Enterprises
Free
Brouchure
1 800 242-4853, (205)
988-5139

ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WEDDINGS
Smoky Mountains, Ordained Ministers Elegant
Chapel, Photographs. FlorAppliances
ets LJITIOS, Videos Bridal
A FROST free side by side Suites with Jacuzzis No
& regular size refrigerator Waiting No Blood Tests
washer & dryer electric Gatlinburg, Tennessee
1 800-933-7464
stove 354-8528

WOOD stoves 759 9663

1113

NICE 1411 Whirlpool re
trigerator frost free almond in color, excellent
condition 753-7542 after
4pm
WASHER dryer & refrigerator 753 4684

SMOKY MT MEMORIES
Beautiful chapel in
Gatlinburg Weddings
simple to elegant
Photographs, Flowers VidLimo
eos Lodging
Ordained Minister No
No
tests.
blood
waiting-1 8001242-7115

TIME share units and
campground memberships
Distress sales
3PC 40ish style wood patio cheap' Worldwide selecfurniture also 4pc white tions Call VACATION NET
wicker w cushions Call WORK U S and Canada
sfter 5pm 759-2580
305-563-5586 Free rental
BASSETT dining room suit, information 800 543 6173
table 6 chairs hutch, $600 WEDDINGS
OLD753-1362 days 435-4236 FASHIONED Candlelight
nights
ceremonies outdoor wed
COLONIAL style earth dings Mountain Chapel
tones couch excellent con- overlooking fIVEK near Gat
dition Great for college stu- linburg Everything pro
dent Reduced to $50 vided Accommodations
Romantic Carriage Ride
753 4668
Reasonable prices Charge
FURNITURE lounge chair Cards
accepted
2 arm chairs Singer sewing Heartland/
machine with cabinet 2 full 1 800 448 VOWS (8697)
size mattresses & springs
759 1604
KING size
753 2429

waterbed

KING size waterbed mirror K T I and Associates offer
bookcase headboard 4 mg a full line of investigative
drawer pedestal padded services Bel Air Center
rails $150 ot>o 4892694 753 3868 or 436 6099
L SHAPED sectional sofa
1 yr old $400 753 9771 Of
leave message
NEW
chair
$150
table
$150

sofa loveseat &
$750 new recliner,
Pecan coffee & end
with brass lamp
354 8082

Mobilo
Homes For Salo
12x52 WITH 12x52 addi
bon has good lumber must
be moved 753 0751

1983 CLAYTON 1465
furnished or unfurnished
QUEEN size waterbed
Must sell Call Greg
Seafy Hydracwl complete 759 4522 or 345 2345
like new 753 2853
1985 14x70 3BR 2 bath
STAINED glass chandelier appliances good location
759 1087
in town 753-4382 days
753 3057 after 5pre

FORD 6000 Series tractor
753 7901

FORD Jubilee tractor
plow. cultivator bush hog
$2250 1951 Chevy 2 ton
truck wrgrain bed, good
condition
$750
EXERCISE center upright 901 247-3784
freezer 753 6520
GE washer dryer refnger
ator golf cart gas grill twin
mattresses queen mat
tress set two room lent
759 91 74

SEASONED firewood to
sale 753 9745

CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gatlinburg's Original Wed
ding Chapel) Thoughtful
service is rendered through
SAN BORN air compressor, mosic flowers photo60 gal vertical tank Slip graphs,videos and recep
bons 1 800 922 4573
motor 50f1 Sears air hose
Craftsman a
drive air GATLINBURG Sum
wrench $500 Like new
mit Breathtaking mountain
489-2329
top views fireplace bal

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel NI dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & here
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 7536981

Firewood

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

1990 BELMONT 141170
Electric central hia 2br 2
bath wd hookup refrigerator stove dishwasher gar
bage disposal, 2 porches
walkway, underpinning. all
treated lumber fiberglass
InsulabOn ceiling R-21, extenor II floor R-11,815,000
759 9681
1991 SOUTHERN Living
2br 2 bath excellent condi
bon 753-8156 753 0765
after 6pm
1992 BELMONT 1680
3br very nice island
kitchen best insulation 8
carpet $19.500 354 8411
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Red

Ilwarie Per Sib
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home **One services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

Maim
is

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available. Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Finial
cial Corp/Kentucky,
606-223-1010
or
1-800-221 8204

bCh

Ea,

Day hut)

Wesley (Sleep

UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
wrrefrigerator. sewage 8
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753-6609
VERY nice 2ta. 1 bath duplex with carport. appliances furnished, central
gas heat & air $425/mo, 1
month deposit 1yr lease
No pets 753 2905
310

Room
MOBILE Home Loans, moFor Rent
bile home financing 1976
and newer from Green Tree NEAR MSU kitchen airing
financial, competitive rates room, privileges utilities
fast, friendly service Call furnished Coleman RE
for an application today' 753-9898
1-900-221-8204

let
y for each
lay. *175
..7iaaaifi.da
1 $2.00 ex.

=um

QUAUTY homes, dependable Service and afford
able prices have made us
one of the Southeast s
largest and oldest dealer
ships Shop & compare'
Dinkins Mobole Homes Inc.
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891 Open
week days bl 7pm. Sat 01
6pm and Sunday 1 to 6pm

'repaid

quired to
ad after

wood

2BR 2 bath 7 miles east o
Murray on large private lot
Call Linzy Beane
436-2582

$1111410U11

Vedding in Gat
st and Original
rice 1980) No
Vaiting- Photoss -Music Suites (Fireartshaped Ja
Christian
ley Ed Taylor
4
Hours
'779

THE VALLEY
s Original Wedal) 'Thoughtful
ndered through
wers. photoos and recep1-922-4573

URG Sum king mountainfireplace. alen, clubhouse
s Honeymoon,
,pecials! Indrins rented by
Enterprises
Irouchure
-4853. (205)

C CANDLE
VEDDINGS
3untains, Oristers Elegant
nographs, Flor
Videos Bridal
Jacuzzis No
Blood Tests
, Tennessee
'464

T MEMORIES
chapel in
g -Weddings
:o elegant s. Flowers. Yid'ging, Limo
Minister-No
tests,
No
)0/242-7115

re units and
nd memberistress salesxldwide selecACATION NETand Canada
96 Free rental
800-543-6173

GS OLD—
D Candlelight
outdoor weduntain Chapel
river. near Gatverything procommodations
Carriage Ride
a prices Charge
accepted
I' land/
VOWS (8697)

nines.
'tykes

1ssociates fle r
Dot invesbgative
3e1 Air Center
Dr 436 6099

Motile
e For Sale

IH 12x52 addi
ad lumber, must
753 0751

4YTON 14x65
or unfurnished
II Call Greg
or 345-2345

'0 3BR, 2 bath
. good location
753-4382 days
after 5prn

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electroc or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Made
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots in new
park 5 miles south of Mur
ray Water furnished some
restrictions Available now
492-8488
290

Heating
And Cooling
NEW condition 74 ton
Trane heat & air unit Wi
accept beds 753-1300,after 7pm 489-2116

518 So. 13th St.
Sept. 17-18
8 am.-7
2BR, I bath house. stove.
refrigerator furnished,
' 8.4kets, briskets guilt lops
cotton & knot. lumber
S250/mo 1 month deposit
Ode, at kinds of toys,
No pets 753-2905
coolies all saris, electric
3 OR 4br home, newt), reheaters. laundry sink. 3'4
modeled, nice appliances,
p mower clocks, some
gas heat $450/mo. deposit
Ming br _everyone
& reterences required
No Ea/Of Sales
753 8767 or 753-2339
Rouses
For Red

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
520 $40/mo 759-4081

BALL python snake Call
759-4680 or 753-0600
BREEDERS Close Out
Special' AKC registered
Boxers. Champion bloodline 2 female pups, 7
weeks old, one adult 3yrs
Your choice $150 Call JJ &
Co 753-2511 759-2549
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

2 Party
Yard Sale
1521 N. 4th St
Fri. & Sat
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Clothes children &
adults, crafts, C B radio, a lot of misc

items

2 Party
Yard Sale
1000 Westgate Dr.
Fri. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat 7 a.m.-12 Noon
Sze 12 to plus size
clothes, new large
size picture frames.
video tapes, numeroLr3 household-items

FALL apples Damson
plums & apple cider Call to
place your order 753-4725
HOSFORD'S Boat Storage or 753-9468
has spaces available up to
410
12ftx30ft Call 753-3143
Public
PROFESSIONAL office
Saki
space for lease, on Or about
09/23/93, (formerly MTG
Realty), approx 3200sq'tt
with 4 private offices, 9
personal office areas
reception/work station
waiting area Fully car
peted, 2 bath employee
Thurs., Fri., Sat
lounge, or 6400sq ft
94 East to 280, 2nd
Olympic Plaza Shopping
road to right past
Center 506 N 12th St. Mur
MSU Golf Course
ray 753-9469
(Ralph Wright Road)
SHOP or storage
2nd house on left
22ftx40ft 759-4104
Too many items to
110
mention.
Want
To Rent

4-Party
Garage Sale

2BR house Must have
good heat source Have
infant and pets Please call
762-3185 and leave
message
SINGLE female want to
rent 22-30tt camper Oct
Dec for stationary use during home construction
753-7049

Apartments
For Rent

7 Party
Shed Sale

Kirksey
Methodist
Church- Hwy. 299
Sept. 18
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

I OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4,109
2BR duplex with carport
Lease No pets Refer$425/mo
ences
763-7457
2BR duplex, like new, appliances furnished
$400/mo Security deposit
required 753-6654 days,
435-4480 nights
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8.m-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
ONE bedroom and room for
rent, furnished, very nice
753-1252 days, 753-0606
after 5prn

JTHERN
excellent condi8156 753-0765

TAKING applications for
macaw 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1.21 3 bed
rootros handicap accessible Equal Housing °poor
tundy Apply Honda's Apia
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113

SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duplex. appliances furnished.
central air & gas heat
$475/mo, 1 month deposit
1 year lease No pets
753-2905

N•mareo wins batv Dot Sanny tabs lot ol lett creas astam
oleos sectorial couct Whales
sot C.hvilmas Cr" tic

Yard
Sale
1512 Glendale Rd.
Murray, Ky.
Fri., Sept 17
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

3 Party
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

843 Hurt Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
A little bit of every-

641 South 1' 2 mile
on right

3 Family
Yard Sale

1510 Valentine
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Lots of fall &
winter clothing

Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. to ?
South Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Childiehs clothes large Sae
women s clothes tyl,
0
.color
Speed bicycle, RCA it
v

shoes, chest ot drawers

ceramics business phone s ys
fetn, Chestnuts urns stereo

oortabie dishwasher Daby
much more
bicycle seat

Fn. & Sat.
7 a.m.-7

Yard Sale

1711

Yard Sale

Free cup of coffee

Carport
Sale
413 Sycamore

Take 121 S. to 893
Providence
(New
Road). Turn right on
Dodd Road. 1st house
on right.
Sat, Sept 18
7 am.-4 p.m.
Entertainment ceran double
bed anbque minor ratter
coats bedspreads dishes
cbthes and lots morel
Cancel I ran

Garage Sale
Cherry Corner Old Cherry
Pottertown Rd. Follow
Signs.
Fri., Sept. 17
Sat., Sept. 18
8:00 till 7
Baby bed, high chair,
swing. baby girl clothes up
to size 2, boys size up 138,
men & *omens clothes.
exercise equip. couch &
coffee table, knchen table &
benches, lots of most .
country crafts

next to D&M Market
Sept. 17 & 18
8 am.-7

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Boys & adult clothes,
toys, mix

Rain or Shine

Yard Sale
Out Waived Road past
Southwest Elam to 4-way
stop. Approx. 2 mks
straight Follow signs.
Fn., Sept. 17
7 sivt-t
Sal, Sept 18
7 aln-12 Neon
TV
horsiest. clothes.
books decoaang items,
knock knocks. mac Every
thong must go! Cheap'
435-490$

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pemn, Paul Dailey
Center
13•1- Air
5 0 2 • 7 53 -SOLD
1-800369-5780

4BR. garage 8 halt 3 story
with basement. on 2 lots,
lakefront, Pine Bluff area,
$95.000 Cal 436-2573 alow 6pm

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For al your real
estate needs call them today at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

BRICK ranch, ilbr. 2 bath,
121.26 screened deck off
large kitchen, new roof
equipmentftool shed Approx 3 5 acres fancied for
horses or cattle Oft Bethel
Church Rd. 5 miles northeast of Murray 759-4947
after 6ixn

TENNESSEE LAKE
ACREAGE BARGIN! 38
Acres wiaccess to unspoiled 34.000 acre lake
Wooded Gorgeous view
ONLY $9950 Exc financCall NORRIS
ing
SHORES 800-488-4883
File *0-07019-48-166D
TRAILER & small cabin on
lake for sale and '4 of acre
of land 753-1038 after
Ipm
Alt
Lake
Propoty
MESH OD IN market ts
this rustic cabin in the
woods on a toys* laketiont
lot Lots of privacy with this
attractive cottage $47,500
MLS, 5217 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow
Shores $1250 obo Call Bill
Smith (504) 365-0279 in
New Orleans
BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded Southwest School
District natural gas city
water, cablevision 3 3
miles from city limits Fi
nancing available Lots as
low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566
QUAIL Run Subdivision A
lovely, new subdivision located just 2 miles south of
Murray No city taxes, but
has sewer, water, cable
underground electricity.
newly paved streets Prices
range from $9900 to
$16000 with special incen
by ies available to early buyers For plat it restrictions
call Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLSO 5020

4() ACRES, 16 tendable
sown now in Red Clover
very good deer hunting
West of Crossland on State
Line Call 492 8614

Rain or Shine

signs.

94 East turn right on
732 at flashing light
2 miles on right.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Sept. 16-17-18
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Children's
clothes,
adult
toys,
gifts,
clothes, baby things,
exercise bike, misc.

Noose
Fos Sale

7 a.m.-1 p.m.

Yard
Sale

94 West to Jones-Sparkman
Rd. 1 mile on right • follow

Rain or Shins (indoors)
taovoiskiboit4ltb.iy
EPAPPed ibergrass Ishing boat
Ashley wood stove. readmit,
rowing mactine, stereo mobile
hone steps, dog house, house
hold norm, doilies ail Wet

Poi
Estee

Sat., Sept. 18

thing

Lynn Grove

1BR apt, refrigerator, stove
& a/c furnished WO hookup $175/mo 753-7400
1BR furnished apt, deposit
& references required
No pets
$250imo
753-7151

rf

Yard Sale
Fri., Sept. 17
7 ism-Noon
Corns out 94E take left
befogs caution light at
Duncan's Market. Come
to end of road. Y's take
right. Approx. 1.3 miles
on left. Brick house,
white mailbox.
Bow ono or nwel Imo Cps

8 Church
Yard Sale

FOR Rent-Business Retai
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

_MONT 14x70
ntral h/a, 2br. 2
00fiuflt. *Woredishwasher, gardsal, 2 porches,
.Inderponnsng, all
mber, Fiberglas
ceding R-21,exx R-11,$15.000

LMONT 16590.
y nice, island
eel erieulskon
9.500 354-8411

Two Party
Yard Sale

Motile
Homes For Rent

firewood for
745

ining John
753-9600

Yard Sale
121 So. to Locust
Grove Rd.3 miles on
Locust Grove Rd.
follow signs.
Thum & Fri.
7-?
Lots of girls clothes,
some boys & womens, lots of other
stuff

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
NOW' No downpayment on
Miles material, below
market construction & financing Call Miles Homes
today. 1-800 343 2884 ext
-1
FOR sale Land 10 acres
20 acres, 45 acres. 65
acres, 8 100 acres Also
will rent 753-1300 after
7pm 489-2116
HUNTERS paradise, 100
acres lust over in Tennessee Lots of deer & turkey
759-1701
KENTUCKY LAKE LOT.
BARGAIN'
2 7
ACRES $79 64/MO Enjoy
access to pristine Lake
Barkley from this beautifully
wooded parcel Build your
vacation retirement home
now' Call developer/owner
800-858-1323 Woodland
Acres Price $7900. $1600
down, bat fin 10 yrs at
895% ARM
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake near lrvan Cobb
Resort Lakefront, wooded
Spacious 2br, eat-in
kitchen, deck and screened
porch,$45.000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
9/25-9/26 502-241-0882

—Need Extra —
Cash?
Run a Classified. —

17

160

.13u.

Pubic
Sala

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1993

2600 SQUARE feet in this
nice two story home 5br (2
down 3 up) 2 full baths,
Large Irving room, formal
dining room family room
with fireplace additional
family room upstairs Hardwood floors Move in condition 590s 1513 Kirkwood
Dr Call 753-7656
3 4BR 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools, great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen newly decorated, all appliances included. neatly landscaped.
freshly painted exterior, 2
car garage. $87,900 Call
for appointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr
3800 SO hot quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade Call 753-3672 after
5pm
3BR, 2 bath brick ranch,
central hia, 2300sq ft Canterbury $89,500 Shown by
appointment 753-8106

GREAT LOCATION 3br,
24 bath home on *pro* 1
acre. 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753-9475
STATELY 12 room home
on Main Street newly listed
Just west of university
Property also includes
lovely & large wooded lot &
nice garage apt 592.500
MLSa 5225 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
£70

Motorcycles
1989 V MAX Yamaha,
great condition 7,XXX
miles Phone 753-3343
1989 YAMAHA Virago.
mint condition 753-2429
DISCOUNT parts dependable service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm,
Sat 10am 3pm

1978 T BIRD 80 XXX
miles excellent condition
$1500 753-4470
1981 MERCEDES 300SD.
excellent ,condition $8000
obo 753-7957

CLASSIFIED
3 BR. 2 bath, by
owner EY Subd..
large wooded lot, 2
car garage, lots of extras, large family
wifireplace,
room
large storage bldg
$90's Call Rob or Lou
Davis 753-0822

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

Public Auction
Fri., Sept. 17th, 1993 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn in
Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy.9.1 West to Lynn
Grove. From Mayfield take Hwy. 121 So. through Coldwater,
Ky. Turn south onto Hwy. 1$36 follow to auction. Watch for
auction signs.
4 or 5 nice bedroom suites - nice couches & chairs • recliners - In back
rockers - color t.v. - washer & drver - nice frost free ref - other ref. cook stove - microwave - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - lot of
dishes' SQ4114* esld.glase &
ures & tramvii . large lot of
towels - several quilts & blankets nice fireplace insert - walnut bed •
other odd beds -4 drawer.chest - %unities - nice %ood breakfast set Duncan Phyfe uible & chairs with china cabinet - set of odd dining
chairs - straight chairs'srrl I stools - ild kitchen cabinet - old flat top
trunks - old lamp tables • coffee & end thbles • lamps - floor lamps Roseville pottery - cabuiet rad;() some other antiques & collector
Items - treadle sewing machitn• - posh mowers - exercise machine nding mower - garden tiller nice 2 wheel trailer milk cans - 100 lb.
propane bottles 6000 Ford diesel tractor ()Id Ford tractor loader in
good condition 7 scrap Iron items - 2 old SM.W press - unusual old
theatre seats - rinse items. Guess
outside pole light - flag pole what folks - this is another all day auction with an entire estate
selling first So come early and stay late. Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333

1982 PONTIAC Grand
5850 753-8965

Prix

1984 CUTLESS Supreme
good condition $1800
1989 Nissan. 5sp pickup
65,XXX miles, $4250
1 382 2846 or 1-3822461
1985 CAMARO Berlinena
104K white pfw, ot digital
dash /3000 762 2926
1985 CHEVY Celebrity, all
power, 4dr, excellent condi
bon or trade for small
pickup as good as car
753 2976
1985 PONTIAC 6000 LE
high miles, runs good
$1000 753 9696
1986 FORD Escort EXP.
red 5sp air, sunroof. stereo, good condition $1800
753- 7221
1988 CHEVY Cavalier,
auto, ac, Lentil stereo. 4
cyl, white velblue interor,
one owner, great car,
$2500 Phone Frankfort
502-875 1844
1990 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale dark red maroon
interior, loaded all power,
new tires. 3 8 V-6,nonsmoker car, garage kept,
mint condition, never
wrecked $6900 Phone
502 875 4050 (dealer)
1990 RED Grand Am LE.
a/c, arnitm cassette, Olt,
cruise, all power, ground
effects auto sharp. $6750
753-8098
1993 LINCOLN limousine,
only 13,XXX miles, power
sunroof, color tv, vcr, dual
heat and air, 9 passenger
seating, wet bar, sunscreen
windows, aluminum
wheels, leather interior,
power windows and locks
throughout, keyless entry,
manufacturers warranty
applies Audubon,Chrysler
Center, US 421 North, Henderson, KY (502)
826-1270

CAR Stereo Installation
3BR, 2 bath brick on quiet 753-0113. Sunset BouleFarm
Rd,
street off College
vard Music, Murray's Alnicely landscaped, new pine Car Audio Specialist.
carpet, w/24x30 detached Dixieland Center. 1 block
garage Many extras such from MSU dorms
as garage door opener,
garbage disposal, garbage MUST selll 1982 Trans Am.
compactor, dishwasher, V-8 auto, pis, p/b, p/w, new
oak cabinets Immediate tires, runs good. body in
good conclibon, $1800 obo
possession
1966 Celebrity, body in
502-251-2709, 251-2713
good condition, runs per3BR brick ranch style, fect, $2900 753-2366'
newly redecorated, lots of
extras East Statebne Rd
565.000 492-8548
4BR,3'/, bath horne built to
quality standards Features
2 master suites, large bright
kitchen, large side entry
garage with built in Great
closet space & many other
outstanding features Adia
cent lot available Located
in Southwest Villa Estates
MLS 55164 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Vans
1986 (LATE) GMC Safari
bought new, neve
wrecked, excellent condi
bon Phone 753-1628

Sat., Sept. 18th, 1993 at 10 a.m.
at the home of Mrs. Ruby Miller.
From Benton, KY take Hwy 641 North to Draffenwilie Turn east onto
Hwy 58 Follow to Big Bear Resort Road Follow to Auction Watch for
Auction signs. Mrs. Miller is selling her house & moving out of state. Will
sell some good usable furniture, appliances, shop & carpenter tools,
antiques & collector items.
Nice 3 pc bedroom suit, nice odd bed. hide a bed couch. odd chairs. nice color
t v , nice old lamp tables, old pictures & frames table lamps small chest freezer,
upright freezer, refrigerator, small kitchen appliances. pots & pans old glass &
china odd dishes, old mirror, food processor, paper hangers. table. linens, quilts,
when Mr Miller passed away he had a shop of carpenter tools mechanic tools.
power tools, drill motors, drill bits. wrenches lawn mower. garden tiller, hand is
yard tools. super nice boat that can be used for fishing or skiing, nice glass par boat
with large Mercury motor 8 nice trailer, fishing equipment
This is only a parliallisting Will be an all day auction. Auction held rain
or shine. Not responsible for ac dents Lunch available. For more
information & your auction neeM, phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

"My service doesn't cost, it pays"

Public Auction
Fri.,Sept.24th,1993 at 1110 Elm Street in
Murray, Ky. Just off South 12th St. The
household and personal property and
sewing items of Mrs. Maudie Mae Kennerly. A good clean auction. Watch next
week's paper for time and listing. For
more information and your auction
needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. &

Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333

•-*

What's as easy as

a day,

costs only

attracts readers like a
attracts a
causes your
puts

1966 WHITE & maroon
Chevrolet van, one owner,
good condition 753-4445
570

in your
, and can be as

much fun as a

Used
Trucks

full
,r

1971 CHEVY truck, good
condition, $1000
489-2435

of

1974 FORD pickup, swb.
302 V-S, 3sp, good condition, $1000 436-4323

in classified, that's what!

1081 F150 CUSTOM, 302
engine, bed insert for
camping now battery. lopper good tires $1900 obo
435-4439
1993 CHEVY Suburban
454 motor 753-9965

7 A little

r
)4- -

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1986 CHEVY Silverado APPLIANCE SERVICE
b. low mileage excellent Kenmore Westinghouse
condition, new WI radial Whirlpool 30. years ex
g•rag• kept p•ri•nc•
BOBBY
'75-96176 after 6pm
HOPPER. 436-5848
1986 GMC, kid), black real BACKHOE SERVICE
snare lots of extras $5500 BRENT ALLEN septic tank
436-2788 leave message installaboo repair replace
Iva FORD F250 pidwp, merit 759 1515
V 8 F I auto, pis, p#b, dual BACKHOE Service ROY
tar rs radio white w blue HILL Septic system drive
interior, clean and runs ways hauling foundations
great $4850 Phone etc 759 4664
502 875 4050 (dealer)
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
1992 GMC Sonoma
Service All work guaran
loaded V6 air Call before teed
753 1134 or
2pm 753 2783
436 5832

r"l

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates

$10
Campers
24FT Nomad Camper fully
sell contained air, awning,
rte.* refrigerator asking
$4300 Can be seen at
P ey't po,ound D 36
50:: 437 4902

CARPET arid vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bebber, 759-1247

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

CARPET Installation Carpet 8 vinyl commercial 8
residential We install Betber too! Call 753-2504 ask
for tAke Goforth

MILITARY RetireeCharnpus supplement will
pay 25% allowed, plus
100% of all excess
charges. For brochure call
1-800-627-2824 ext 259

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

wide • 30 ft. deep,
10x10 ft overhead'
door.

Taking
reservations now.

COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560

$.50ano-12 mo contract
$55/mo -6 mo. contract
$60/monthly rate

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

7534408

KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgram for
mica all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

1985 RANGER 373 V. 200
CUSTOM bulldozing and
Mercury, fulty,..equipped
backhoe work, septic sysexcellent shape 753-0509
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm

1989 HARRIS 2e1t hole
finishing, reboat 100hp Johnson, new DRYWALL,
pairs, additions and blow4 wheel trailer. kiw hours,
ceilings 753-4761.
like new, $11,500 ing
436 2561
FINISH sheetrock, small
lobs, patch work
489-2376
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

1 A A-1 Hauling tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds attics, 8 odd GERALD WAtTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintlobs Free estimates
ing Free estimates 18
436 2102 Luke Lamb
years experience Local reAl IA all around mowing 8 ferences 436-2701
tree trimming 8 light hauling Call 436 2528 ask for HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
Mark
vinyl replacement winAl AL'S hauling, yard dows. vinyl flooring
Nork tree removal, mow- 436-2052.
1,,g Free estimates
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
759 1683
Service Center, cleaningAt, TREE Service Stump servicing $15; most repairs
-moval and spraying Free $35. Free estimate•Stoute
!_•stimates 753-0906 after 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
5pm, 759 9816, 753-0495. Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

ALPHA Builders Carpentry. remodeling. porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc Free estimates
489-2303.

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668.
PAINTING, exterior, interior. Call Charlie Rains
753.5754PLANNING your dream
house, making additions or
Just remodeling? Let me
help Reasonable rates
Call 759-9924 after 5pm or
please leave message
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307

SHEETROCK finishing,
ired-caitings Larry
te-x-tiChnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
tsmates Day or night.
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.
TYPING, Editing. Resumes.term papers, manuscripts, etc. $1.50/page
759-9660
WANTED light hauling,
trees trimmed or removed
Call Don 753-2772 or
753-2320
WINDOW 8 door repair
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt SCHVICR
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596.

VS
CUSTONI KITCHEN CABINETS
CUST061 WOOOWORIUNG

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair 8 custom
woodworking 753-8056

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

APPLIANCE REPAIRS ; actory trained by 3 malor
,,:-ufacturers All work
and parts warranted - Ask
or Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
SuNauRy

•

1.tuflakr
753-5940

Bunoy EPead)

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section

AlZr

running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
IMinimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
'12 50
*15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
;
•• -

...11 • ,-. • _

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wedne4day Edition

Thuhiday
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
.Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.

p.m.
p.m.

Thursday 3 p.m.
For assistance •eall. 753-1916 or come by

Micrray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

YEREVAN, Armenia (AP)In homes, stores and offices
across this small country, new
maps show something that hasn't
been true for 2,000 years: Mount

stretched from the Caspian to the
Black Sea, and an orange band
for the robes worn by its kings.
But the main symbol of Greater Armenia is the 16,945-foot

Ararat rising from the middle of
Armenia.
The mountain where the Bible

Mount Ararat, which'is visible
from Yerevan. about 50 miles
away.
"This is not just any old
mountain. Ararat has witnessed
all the tragedies and victories of
our people and is daily reminder
of our fate," Siranoush Horhannissian, an unemployed tour
guide, said plaintively.
Armenians are now heatedly
debating what NagornoKarabakh's future status should
be: a permanent part of Armenia,
or a second Armenian state in the

says Noah's Ark came to rest is
in Turkey. But many Armenians,
encouraged by this year's military victories in Azerbaijan, have
begun dreaming of the return of

K B ASSOCIATES General construction remodeling garages decks patios
interior trim 753 0834

LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benefie
phone 759 4564

C 6 D HOME Repairs Call
753 9669

Available beginning
Oct. 1st private beat
storage stalls 11 ft.

HAVE you had Breast lm
plant surgery? Call Flora
Stuart. attorney for free
advice,
legal
502 - 78 2 - 9 7 4 I
1-800-732-3178 No fee
unless you win This is an
advertisement

753 4591

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speaal sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Boat Storage
at bee Marine

•

Troops advancing on Armenia

Imam
Mesa

Services
OH•red

Greater Armenia. an empire that
once straddled Europe and Asia.
The popular new maps show a
"historic Armenia" 10 umes the
country's current size, including
large parts of Iran, Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Turkey.
Armenia's foreign minister, Caucasus Mountains.
President Levon Ter-Petrosian
Vahan Papazian, says the reand other senior officials refuse
Murray Receives ADF Money For Firetruck - The city of Murray recently establishment of the empire is
to take a position. The nationalreceived $11,250.00 in area development funds to go towards the purchase of "impossible, entirely unrealisists want all Armenians to be unitic." But the nationalist Dashnak
a flretruck. State Rep. Freed Curd presented a check to Mayor Bill Cherry
fied and scorn Azerbaijani propWednesday, September 15 for the project. Mayor Cherry expressed his Party, which claims to have the
osals for Nagorno-Karabakh to be
appreciation to Rip. Curd and the entire General Assembly for their support of 20 percent of Armeniguaranteed autonomy within
continued support of the ADF program. The General Assembly appropriates a's 3.3 million people, does not
agree.,
ADF money to the 15 Kentucky Area Development Districts. Locally, the
Azerbaijan.
Dashnak officials talk of
"History has led us to treat
Purchase Area Development District Board of Directors approves and
peaceful expansion, but Armenidistributes the funds to local governments, as well as provides application
international offers of protection
a's ancient enemies allege the
assistance for such project.
with disdain," said Dashnak hisnationalists are bent on conquest.
torian Levon Mkrtchian, referring
Iran and Turkey have built up
to the mass expulsion of Armetheir border forces in recent
nians from Turkey from 1915 to
months.
1923, when an estimated 1.5 milArmenians have been fighting
lion Armenians perished in what
for five years to gain control of the United Nations has formally
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) ment for the 1993 fall semester is
called a genocide.
- The percentage of black stu- 15,400, according to figures Nagorno-Karabakh, a
region
of
1,700-square-mile
Council
the
Kentucky
released
by,
dents attending Western Kentucky University is up, the school on Higher Education. That Azerbaijan populated mostly by
includes 10,800 full-time students ethnic Armenians.
said Wednesday.
This year, the Armenian miliand
4,600 part-time students.
make
up
6
perBlack students
tants
captured all of NagornoWASHINGTON (AP) - The
cent of the school's fall enrollpercent
down
2.3
figure
is
Karabakh
- and still fought on,
That
American Association of State
ment, said registrar Freida K.
enrollment of advancing deeper into AzerbaiColleges says tuition and fees at
Eggleton. There are 934 black from the final 1992
anticipated jan. They now have seized about
was
drop
The
15.750.
state colleges and universities is
students, a 5.9 percent increase
number of 20 percent of Azerbaijan.
up 7.6 percent - from $2,263
ovar- -the-- 19_92 _fall _semester because of a smaller
schoot---students- -graduating
Arm-enia - claims that the
last year to S2434-this- year.
enrollment of 882, she said.
advancing army comes entirely
But Wednesday's report said
Overall, preliminary enroll- this spring, Eggleton said.
from Nagorno-Karabakh's
the pace of the rising prices has
150,000 population and is not slowed. Costs in 1992 were 10.4
backed by-the government in percent higher than the previous
Yerevan. Azerbaijanis allege that year and those 1991 costs, in
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The four adults - Terence Yerevan is supplying 'weapons. turn, had been 13.6 percent highFour people have pleaded innoRichards. 18, William E. Jackson troops and know-how.
er than tin 1990.
cent in Fayette District Court for
Jr., 18, Demetrius Shelton, 19,
Either way, many Armenians
"The fiscal crisis in the states
their role in a shooting near a
and Kerry L. Baker, 19 - are are proud of the advance and w is not over, but it's certainly easbeing held in the Fayette County assert a moral right to the land. ing up a bit," said association
downtown Lexington parking
Detention Center.
Many consider themselves vic- President James B. Appleberry.
garage.
Witnesses to the shooting said tims, dispossessed of an empire
The four are charged with
Room and board charges
a van pulled up and three young that shrank and grew and shrank --irkileased from an average of
second-degree unlawful transacmen jumped out. The men yelled again through the centuries.
$3,374 in fall 1992 to $3,520 this
tion with a minor. Charges
something at two other men
Greater Armenia was indepen- fall. The largest tuition increases
against a 15-year-old boy were
before one fired several shots in dent from 189 to 67 B.C.; parti- were in Louisiana, Alaska, the
raised Tuesday from first-degree
their direction_ No one was tioned by Persia and Rome in 387 District of Columbia, California
wanton endangerment to
injured.
A.D.; and invaded by the Otto- and Arizona; the smallest were in
attempted murder.
man Turks in 1405. It became Mississippi, Nevada and New
part of the Soviet Union in 1920. York.
The country's flag symbolizes
The figures were based on
its shifting fortunes-a red band responses from 485 colleges and
Earley, a 27-year employee of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) for the blood of martyrs, a blue universities that responded to an
National City Bank of Louisville the bank, resigned in October
band for the empire that once association survey.
has filed a federal lawsuit accus- 1990, according to the lawsuit
ing a former senior vice president filed Thursday in U.S. District
of embezzling more than
Court.
HOROSCOPES
William Repasky, a bank vice
$770,000 since the early 1980s.
president and counsel, said that
FRIDAY.SEPTEMBER 17,1993
criminal charges have not been
The lawsuit also accuses Wil(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
why.
say
liam G. Early of racketeering, filed. He would -not
of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
date
Assistant U.S. Attorney Duane
bank fraud, mail fraud and money
cents a minute.)
laundering. It seeks triple dam- Schwartz said he couldn't comHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE you explore hidden feelings togethment on whether federal authoriages allowed under federal rackeNEXT
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE; er. Your powers of persuasion are
ties are investigating.
teering law.

Black enrollment at WKU is up

Tuition rises at
public schools

Four plead guilty to charges

Former banker accused of embezzling

Former neighbor of actor convicted
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
'former neighbor of Jameson
Parker's was convicted of
attempted murder for shooting
the actor during an argument over
remarks the man made to Parker's wife.
Robert St. George, 53, also
was convicted Monday in -Van
Nuys Superior Court of using a
firearm in the commission of a
crime, Deputy District Attorney
Kathy Cady said Wednesday.
St. George could be sentenced
to 14 years in prison at a hearing
Sept. 30.

Parker, 44, who co-starred in
the 1980s CBS-TV detective
series "Simon & Simon,' was
shot in the arm and upper body
Oct. 1. He was hospitalized less
than a day.
St. George supposedly warned
Darlene Parker, 411, against
allowing her three dogs to foul
his yard and made a vulgar comment, Ms. Cady said. Parker was,
shot when he..went to St.
George's home and confronted
him about the incident, Ms. Cady
said..
The Parkers have since moved.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

trick two. which East overtakes with
the jack in order to return a trump
NORTH
and prevent South from ruffing any
•K 10 7 4 3
clubs in dummy.
!q11 82
Declarer wins the trump with the
•5 4 32
ace and leads a low club towards the
•Q 7
queen, hoping to find West with the
WEST
EAST
king and thus avoid two club losers.
*Q 98 2
4 .1 5
But East wins the queen with the
•Q 9 3
•54
king and leads another trump. It
• A K 10
•Q .1 96
does not matter how declarer pro•984
ceedsfrom this point on. Eventually
SOUTH
he loses a heart, two diamonds and
4 A6
two clubs to go down one.
•A KJ 1076
Now let's go back to trick one and
•8 7
have East signal less dramatically
•A 5 3
for a diamond continuation by playThe bidding:
ing the nine instead of the queen. In
South West
North East
that case. West might well continue
1V
Pass
1e
}'ass
with the ace and another dienond in
3 11
the hope of finding partner with the
Opening lead - king of diamonds.
9-x doubleton.
If West did that, South would
Some hands require hair tf•igger make the contract,since he could not.
defense for the contract to he de- then be stopped from ruffing a club
feated-Consider this deal where tri dummy to produce his-ninth trick.East-West must cooperate perfectly
The play ofthe queen ofdiamonds
on the king guaranteesthatthe queen
to achieve their potential
West lead. the king of diamonds is either a singleton or is accompaand East - who knows that his nied by the Jack It is this universally
partner has led the king from the A- accepted agreement that enables
K -should signel for a cont muation West to confidently lead the ten of
by playing the queen This enable.' diamond, at trick two and start dc.
West to lend the ten of diamonds at darer down the road to defeat.

strong. allowing you to convince a
partner that you are right. The road
ahead seems crystal clear!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Rebuild your recently ertxled confidence, hut do not get a swelled head.
The sharks are still circling. Combine emotional strength with mental
versatility for ultimate success.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Rewards will not come automatically just because you are finally on
your own. There are no shortcuts.
Only consistent effort will paxe the
was to lasting success.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-No's. 21):
Even if pressured to finish a project
quickly:. check each step before
moving on to the next. A VIP's
assistance helps you break an
impasse. Rev your motor as a community leader.
SAGITTARIUS i Nov.. 22-Dec.
21): Your emphasizing what is
unique in a partnership - methods
or ideas - will bring about greater
accord. An unexpected offer or visitor means something good is at
hand.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Now is the time to.build the
support system that will push you
over the top later on. Recent financial pressures will soon subside. Be
patient. People react iagatively if
driven too hard.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A cash restriction is only temporary.
Cutting costs helps. but not if you
do it at the expense of your loved
ones. The nght answers come to you
in a private moment.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 201: A
gift or favor raises a friendship to
new heights. Your colleagues will
hack your efforts if you turn on the
charm and act confident. A new
hairstyle boosts your spirits.

You can expect fewer pressures and
more romance. A personal relationship that begins in December develops 'slowly but will endure. When
you please those you love, you
please yourself. Early in 1994.
changes in the economy will favor
your business efforts. Promotions
come sooner than you expect. Pay
attention to your first impressions:
they will be right on target. Next
summer, reveal more of your
thoughts and plans to your co-workers.

CELEBRITIES_ BORN ON
THIS DATE: country' singer Hank
Williams Sr.. actress Anne Bancroft.
author Ken Kesey. cartoonist Jeff
MacNelly.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
You are too hard on yourself and
your loved ones. Review your goals
decide what is really important
to you. If Concerned about a health
matter, take mate into your confidence.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Look for ways to save valuable
time. Delegating certain duties will
allow you to concentrate on projects
that need your special talents. Travel
leads to good luck and happy
romance.
GEMINI May 21 -June 20):
Brainstorming with other people
adds depth and breadth to your concepts. A winning agreement is
sealed after you apply realistic
guidelines to a professional plan.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Your terrific ideas make this a
rewarding day at work. Pooling
skills, talents or resources spawns
exciting progress on the job. You
may have to put romance on hold
for a while.
LEO (.101y 23-Aug. 22): A relationship takes on deeper meaning as

T4)DAY'S CHILDREN are kindhearted, determined and eager to he of
service to others. A strong interest in physical fitness and holistic healing
means these Virgo's will prestiably enjoy good health. With patience and persistence, they can achieve almost anything they set.out to do! Wise parents
%k ill point out that a workaholic temperament can lead to a hermitlike exisgreatest career triumphs often come later in life.
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Ten years ago
Toenty years ago
Dr. Constantine (Dino) Curris
Calloway County Circuit Court
Grand Jury returned 16 indict- officially took the reins of leaderments in its report to the Circuit ship on Sept. 15 as the sixth presJudge.
ident of Murray State University.
making him the youngest presiLife' House Crisis Pregnancy
Center at 1506 Chestnut St., Mur- dent of a major state college or
ray, will have an open house on university in Kentucky history.
Sept. 18.
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne swore
Louie Brandon, nursing assis- in Curris.
tant, recently retired after 30
Army Specialist Four Ricky N.
years and seven months of full Renfroe, son of
Mr. and Mrs.
and pan-time service at Murray- Floyd N.
Renfroc, is stationed at
Calloway County Hospital.
Giessen. Germany. He recently
Births reported include a boy participated in
the 57th internato Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Rchna tional four
-day marches, July
Owen, Aug. 15, and -a boy to Mr. 17-20, at
Nijmegen, Netherlands.
and Mrs. Steve Gallimore. Sept.
Births
reported include a boy
10.
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Cny to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Beth, Sept.
observed their 60th wedding 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain
Nesbitt, Sept. 7; a boy to Mr. and
anniversary on Sept. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Winter Mrs. Danny Brandon, Sept. 9; 3
observed their 40th wedding boy to Mr. and Mrs Jerry Wade.
Sept. 10.
anniversary on Sept. 2.

Thirig gears ago
Murray city workmen started
to work this morning on replacing broken curbs and sidewalks
around the square.
Murray State College began
registration Sept. ,14 with placement and counseling tests
required of all new freshmen at
the Student Union Building.
Lucy and Hollie Alderdiee.
Beurdcan Wrather, Joe Walker,
Modine Grogan, John Grogan,
Ruby Grngan and Treva Grogan
are new officers of Temple Hill
Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Faries, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Doyal Culver, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs.. Buddy
Valentine.
Fort, .tears ago

DEAR ABBY Now I have seen
everything. I read -in The New York
Times that the board ml education
in New Haven. Conn , voted ti-toto provide condom, at schiwil health
clinics to student, a, early as fifth
grade!
Some board members said they
felt it was justified after a student
survey found that 27 percent of
it
and 49 percent of
eighth-graders said they werv.sexually active
Under this program, school
health care workers will give condoms to students -oils on request -and after they have been counseled
about risky ,exual 1whAviiir A nd
safe alternative-

k1 hat 1, %our opinion
Abby.' I lust can't -et handing out
condom, to ,thiiiilchildren lhon't
you think t , the ,,1111t• as giving
kids permission
and
ha ..o.‘
1.11 rtll'i,nraglIlg It
Ni-i-t
IN NEW Y41lik

BLONDIE

11

DEAR NIERVOUS: No. Keeping children ignorant is far
more dangerous than teaching
them what they need to know.
When children are at risk of
dying for any reason tfor example. AIDS is a killer), we have a
moral obligation to do whatever
is necessary to save them.

THE FAR SIDE

.44 I

By GARY LARSON

•

DEAR ABBY: I laughed at your
hen and chicks joke, ad it reminded me of this 0111' It's Old, but some
people may ha vi" missed it:
"What did the old rooster say as
he looked sadly at the scrambled
Answer. "Poor little mixed-bp
kids I enjos. our column. Kt•t•p up the
good work
PETE LAFFERTY.
WHITEI /RSE, YUKON,CANADA

CALVIN and HOBBES
IPA DOING A
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
NUMBER T14REE
ACROSS SASS
BIRD

based on
leges and
ded to an

PIE GOT IT
VEU_OW BELLIED
SAPSUCKER

BUT MERE fsIZE_
ONLI FIVE VINES

DEAR PETE: "letter an old
"yolk" than no "yolk" at all.

I KNOW 114ESE
MAKE
V4RiTE REAL SVA'.._
11

To order "Hums to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a businesisssized. selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for LUIS 1114.50 in or...Radio to: Dear
Abb.?,, Letter Booklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 1i1054. IPost•ge
melinted.1
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DR. GOTT

CATHY
e
TON161fT WE KEAN YOUR EXERCISE PRO6RAM IAN A BRISK
ONE•MILE WALK, ELECTRA!

your own
XII you 95

igs togeth-

uasion are
convince a
The road

iept. 22):
xled contitiled head.
ling. Coinith mental
:cess.
Oct. 22i:
atomaticalfinalls on
shortcuts.

I WOK AO4 CASSETTE PLAYER,
HEADPHONES, EXTRA TAPES,
SQUIRT l3O1TLE, ANKLE **NTS
HANO WEIGHTS, AND MN
WAIST-PACK CONTAINING /AV
KEYS, WALLET, AUGGER WHISTLE,
SUNSCREEN, PEO0fAETER, CONTACT CASE, CELLULAR PHONE,
ORAN&E SLICES, LIP 8ALM
AND MUSCLE SPASM OINTMENT.

By Prier II. Gott. MAE
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HEY! YOU MISSED
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DEAR DR GOTT Please discuss
fifth disease
DEAR READER Fifth disease
Once again, Vernon has a good shirt ruined by
eryt hema infect iosu in). a n acti e
a cheap pocket octopus.
contagious infection in children. pro
duct's fever and rash It is caused 1))
he huntan parvovirtis Bi9 It resem
bit's rubella (61,rman measli.s. from
which it can be differentiated lw liii,id
tests The affliction is harmless and
F1'qUirt's no therapy.
Fifth disease 'was SII named
because it was the fifth mnst common
Puzzle
Previous
Answer
to
ACROSS
40 Surgical saw
childhood disease latter measles,
41 School of
1 -• rally
mumps rubella and Chickenpox ,
whales
4 Scatter
DEAR DR (()TT Please discuss
43
Grad-to-be
9 TV's Koppel
migraine headaches Ian excessive
H. I
F.
44
12 Fuss
45 Quotes(a
rest. sleep it diet be a contributing
13 Self-esteem
passage)
factor to the condition'
14 Anglo-Saxon
47 Spare
money
I/EAR READER Migraine is a
50 "The '
15 — Selleck
common affliction, marked by recur (1953
film)
=DOOM 00 ring attacks of throbbing headache.
16 Repetition
51 Chicken
17 Agile
MOO WOO often associated with visual abnor
MOM
bird
Large
54
18 Choice
55 Name
Middies iflashing fights. sensitiVity to
20 Near
56 Corrida cheer
bright lights and spots of blindnessi.
21 Army off
57 Inquire
23 The self
intestinal complaints (nausea. vomit •
58 Norwegian
24 Peaceful
ing, and assiorted sympIOMS
MOD
dramatist
28 Dine
weakness of lace or extremities)
foot
Cat's
59
DOU
MUM
E
T
30 Tie
Although the cause is unknown.
32 Moham9- 6
1993 Un ted Feature Syndicate
DOSQW
many experts talieve that migraine is
medan
noble
1 Butter square
the result of inappropriate dilation
ment
11 Doris -34 Chicago's St
2 Tokyo's old
and contrat:tion of blood vessels in
in rank
17 Stalks
35 Hurried
name
and around the brain. perhaps related
6 Ceremony
19 Concerning
36 Florida
3 Ostentatious
to a genetic predisposition. probably
7 Fruit drink
20 Exist
Indians
display
8 Old pronoun
the consequence of chemicals. such
21 Smallest
39 Period of
4 Small shoots
9 Lid
as serotonin in the brain
number
time
5 Advance10 Go astray
22 More docile
The headaches may last for hours
24 Undecipheror days and occur infrequently or
10 i 1
2
9
able
it
3
1
7
8
5
4
daily They are often incapachating
25 Back of neck
The diagnosis is made by the histo26 Roman roads
12
14
13
27 — chest
ry of the attacks
IS
Treatment us not altogether salts
40 29'— Trait
31 Everyone
factory Rest in a dark room and nar
33 Become
la la
colic pills may help the acute attack.
mature
as may a new product. sumatnplan.
37 Scold
21 MI
23
38 Glossy fabric that patients can learn to inject at the
Milli 42 Myself
first sign of headache
ill
24
45 Temporary
Most physicians encourage
WI•Mil
beds
migraine-sufferers to take preventive
46 "Little — of
32
medicine - such as beta blockers.
Horrors"
calcium channel blockers or ergot cal
47 Meadow
to ward off the
feine preparations
48 River in
Germany
headaches Some authorities recom
41
49 Diving bird
mend biofeedback
50
44
i;
52 Quido*s high
patients may have to use preventive
iUUU
note
53 Unused
drugs indefinitely as well as anal
55 Agave plant
gesics when necessary If early stud
ies 'showing sumatr:plan to be eller
live) are confirmed by widespread
success this medication may become
the treatment of choice

CROSSWORDS

II pave the

,iiIjs

Eastern Star.

IIKAR AIM\ Many year, ag“ 'mlIn a 11,1 mm lih a 11.01,01;111y knOWn
lm hail I lVtd iii the Midwest, I was COMpan \ AS part of it, employee
married to an abusive man who screening proct•ss, everyone is finforced me to write a bad check. It gerprinted and the prints are sent
was
king ago that I'm fuzzy about to Washington. DC I need to know
the details It happened sono•time if my "record" will show up A cou10.1-4-41 191is-'72 The ehrek wasn't pte-of- my friends work there. and
more than 1Il or $211, but when it want this job badly, but before I will
Ix unced. the si•rvice station manag- embarrass myself or t hem. I'd pass
er who had cashed it had me arrest- up the job.
ed I diii remember if it was a
Can you help? I don't know
county or a city jail. I was finger- whom to consult about this. And I
printed, paid a fine. as I recall. don't want to ask questions that
Made good on the check and was might call attention to my dilemma.
released I spent no time in jail, and How do I get the facts'
that mm.-. the end of it. It VtillS the
DEPRESSED IN DENVER
only tniuble I have ever been in my
whole life
DEPRESSED:
DEAR
A
Now the pniblem. I am interest- "bounced check" for $10 or $20,
20 or 25 years ago, is probably
not a sufficient blemish on your
character to cause you any
trouble. Apply for the job, and
good luck.
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Dr. A.D. Wallace of Murray,
president. presided at meeting of
Southwestern District Dental
Society held at Paducah. Other
Murray dentists attending the
meeting were Dr. H.M. McElrath,
DreHarold Gish, Dr. A.H. Kopperud, Dr. A.G. Wilson, Dr. William, L. Pogue and Dr. Castle
Parker.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Eugene Dejarnatt. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max
Keel, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cunningham. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dallas Wrye, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Brandon.
Addle Wilson, Cody Russell,
Kathryn Sims-Cecil Dodds, Opal
Wilson, Anna Kuhn, Frances
Stubblefield and Ruth Williams
arc new officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 16, the 259th day of 1993. There are 106
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
One hundred years ago, on Sept. 16, 1893, hundreds of thousands
of settlers swarmed onto a section of land in Oklahoma known as the
"Cherokee Strip."
On this date:
In 1630, the Massachusetts village of Shawmut changed its name to
Boston.
In 1638, the "Sun King" of France, Louis XIV, was born.
In 1810, Mexicans began their revolt against Spanish rule.
In 1908, General Motors filed its papers of incorporation in New
Jersey.
In 1966, the Metropolitan Opera opened its new opera house at
New York's Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts with the premiere
of "Antony and Cleopatra" by Samuel Barber,
In 1974, President Ford announced a conditional amnesty program
for Vietnam War deserters and draft-evaders.
In 1982, the massacre of hundreds of Palestinian men, women and
children by Lebanese Christian militiamen began in west Beirut's Sabra and Chatilla refugee camps.
In 1987. two dozen countries signed the Montreal Protocol, a treaty
designed to save the Earth's ozone layer by calling on nations to
reduce emissions of harmful chemicals by the year 2000.
Ten years ago: The governing council of the International Civil
Aviation Organization, a United Nations agency, voted 26-2 in favor
of a resolution "deeply deploring" the Soviet Union's downing of a
Korean Air Lines jetliner.
Five years ago: Hurricane Gilbert slammed into the Mexican coast
for the second time in three days, its center sweeping ashore north of
La Pesca, 120 miles south of Brownsville, Texas.
One year ago: A proposed debate between President Bush and
Democrat Bill Clinton was canceled after the Bush campaign's refusll
to negotiate with a bipartisan commission. Former U.S. Representative
Millicent Fenwick, R-NJ., died at age 82.
Today's Birthdays: "Candid Camera" creator Allen Funt is 79.
Actress Lauren Bacall is 69. Blues singer B.B. King is 68. Former
Irish Prime Minister Charles Haughey is 68. Clergyman-author Rev.
Robert Schuller is 67. Actor Peter Falk is 66. Actor Ed Begley Junior
is 44.
Thought for Today: "Somewhere the Sky touches the Earth, and
the name of that place is the End." — African saying.
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Administration gives
views about NAFTA

•.1

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clintin administration and its
congressional allies are promoting the North American Free
1 rade Agreement both as a way
increase jobs and slow the
hood of illegal Mexican immigrants into the United States..
President Clinton and members
ol hi. Cabinet traveled around the
ountry Wednesday to sell the
pact to the public and push it
through a recalcitrant Congress.
,Visiting a bustling New
Orleans port, Clinton told friendly dock workers the increased
tr.i;le that would result from the
L•cmerit would mean greater
.e,itray for American workers:
• I its is a good deal. It's a winWe ought to take it."
( in Capitol Hill, meanwhile,
Sen. Bill Bradley spoke of other
cliis.
"One-half the Mexican popuqi is under the age of 19,"
Bradley, D-N.J. "If jobs
al'en't created in Mexico, there's
utI one place they will head —
North."
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, testifying for the
agreement before the Senate
Finance Committee on Wednesdas, agreed. "As Mexico's ecoir ,illy prospers, higher wages and
gr•..iter opportunity will reduce
the pressure for illegal migration
to the United States," he said.
••For the United States, failure
approve NAFTA would be a
- :t-inflicted setback of historic
phportions,'' Christopher said.
Christopher was one of several
rabinet MernbelS pushing the
aoeement, which would create
world's largest free.. trade
,e by eliminating virtually all
h.:7riers to trade and investment
ing the United States, Mexico
and Canada over the next 15
y,ars.
Ross Perot attacked the agreement in several television appearances Wednesday. On, PBS's
"Charlie Rose" program, Perot
,aid NAFTA would "destroy the
middle class ... by taking their
jobs. You took 2 million to Asia.
You've taken a half million to
Mexico."
As part of his sales campaign
for the treaty, Clinton sent Transportation Secretary Federico Pena
to Miami, Housing Secretary
Henry Cisneros to Baltimore,
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
It) San Francisco and Labor Secretary Robert Reich to New York.
Vice President Al Gore and
-I•nvironmental Protection Agency
\ dministrator Carol Browner —
.ceking to counter opposition by
some environmental groups —
announced that the agreement
Lid been endorsed by organiza
igrestnarnfo Since 18.5-1
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tions representing 7.5 million
environmentalists.
Mrs. Mary M. Parker, 88, died Wednesday at 3:50 p.n. at
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Benther
home on Sycamore Streete, Murray.
sen told the Finance Committee
Her husband, J.0. Parker, died Dec. 7, 1980. She hadi.been
hearing that the Mexican economy will expand once the trade associated with her late husband when they owned and -operated
agreement takes effect. But his Parker's Food Market on South Fifth Street, Murray.
Mrs. Parker was a member of West Murray Church 'of
testimony focused on a bigger
Christ.
concern for the dministration:
Survivors, all of Murray, include one son, Joe M. Parker and
convincing Congress that the pact
wife.
Dorothy: one sister, Mrs. Annie Johnson; one brother,
will not destroy U.S. jobs.
Maurice V. Thurman and wife, Jane; two grandchildren, Sam
"Mexico buys 70 percent of its
imports from the United States," Parker and wife, Janie. and Mrs. Cindy Lowe and husband,
spending more per capita on U.S. Rodney; five great-grandchildren, Wendy Parker, Melody Parker,
goods than do the more affluent Laurie Jo Parker, Heather Lowe and Jordan Lowe.
Services will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockEuropeans or Japanese. Bentsen
Coleman Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray City
said.
Cemetery.
"NAFTA will generate
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
200,000 higher-paying U.S. jobs
today
(Thursday).
in the next two years alone,"
Bentsen told the committee.
"Too often. trade is a one-way
street. We buy someone else's
goods but we can't sell to them.
Mrs. Gawk B. Lancaster, 96, of Poplar Street, Murray, died
NAFTA reverses that trend."
Wednesday at 8:20 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., tesShe was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
tifying against the treaty, disPreceding her in death were her husband. Carl C. Lancaster,
puted that figure, saying it
one daughter, Marjorie Nell Emerson, two sisters, six brothers
ignored the U.S. jobs that would
and one grandchild. •
be lost because of increased
Born March 7, 1897, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the
imports of Mexican goods.
daughter of the late Lee Thomason Lancaster and Allie Pace
Another opponent, Sen. Ernest
Lancaster.
Hollings, D-S.C., also challenged
Survivors include one son. Joe Lancaster and wife, Lois,
the administration figures.
South Ninth Street, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ruth Largent, DovInstead of selling goods to 80 er, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Charles Beale, Joe Beale and
million Mexican consumers, he
Melia Redden; three great-grandchildren, William Beale, Shannon
said, "we are sending capital
Beale and Whitney Redden.
. goods and industrial supplies to
The funeral will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
U.S. factories (in Mexico) and
Funeral Home of Murray. Henry Hargis and John Dale will
gleaming new Mexican factories
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
so they can export products back
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
to the United States."
(Thursday).
Trade Representative Mickey
Kantor acknowledged in answer
to a question by Sen. William
Roth, R-Del., that the administraThe funeral for Herbert Mason Perry was today at 11 a.m.
tion has sought assurances from
in the chapel of Humboldt Funeral Home, Humboldt, Tenn.
U.S. auto manufacturers that they
Graveside rites are today at 2:30 p.m. at Murray City Cemetwould not be moving plants to
-•
ery, Murray.'
Mikicd- under NAFTA.
Mr. Perry, 80, Humboldt, Tenn., former resident of Calloway
The trade agreement appears to
have the support of most Repu- County, died Tuesday morning at Humboldt Manor, Humboldt,
Tenn.
blicans. But many Democrats —
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Verline Cochran Perry; one
especially in the House — fear
the treaty will destroy U.S. daughter, Mrs. Frances Christie, Humboldt; one son, Billy Perry,
St. Petersburg, Fla.; two brothers, W. Robert Perry and wife,
industrial jobs by making it
easier for American companies to Dorothy, Murray, and Clarence Perry, Jackson, Miss.; seven
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
move to Mexico, where wages
average only about one-eighth the
U.S. leofel.
Clinton is not expected to present the treaty to Congress until
Mrs. Elva Cherry Storm, 82, Princeton, died Tuesday at
November or December.
10:40 p.m. at Dawson Springs Health Care Center.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Princeton, where
she had formerly served as Sunday School superintendent and
teacher.
Survivors include her husband, Ernest Storm; one . daughter,
Mrs. Joyce Walker, Bedford, Ind.; one son, Bob -Storm, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Louise Purdy, Madisonville; one brother, Everett
Cherry, Princeton; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of MorNASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Pool legend Minnesota Fats was gan's Funeral Home, Princeton. Dr. Bill Tichenor will officiate.
Burial will follow in Roger's Cemetery there.
released Wednesday after spendFriends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p
ing a week in a hospital psytoday (Thursday).
chiatric ward.
Fats, whose real name is
Rudolf Wanderone Jr., was committed to the Vanderbilt UniversiHOG MARKET
ty Medical Center by a judge
Sow
Sept. 8 on the request of doctors
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Mrs. Gatcie B. Lancaster
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Tom Salad,
Chace d Potato,
Tau Toast
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8 oz. New York Strip
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Texas Toast
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Country Ham
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$3.15

Showing of Corbin' Ltd.
Suits, Sportscoats & Dress Pants

Fall '93 & Spring '94
for the finest traditional clothing

Monday, Sept. 20 • 1-8 p.m.

Mrs. Elva Cherry Storm

Pool legend Fats
hospitalized at
Medical Center

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0100

NOW...RECYCH YARD
WASTE AS YOU WAlla
Introducing the revolutionary
NEW TROY-BILT4
Chipper!Vac!

Lumber&Buildi

• Breakthrough design!
• Vacuums up lea‘es, .mall tv.igs!
• Sell -fecdssand chips branches up to 3 1/2 '!
• Recycles into valuable landscaping mulch!
• No more raking, pile-making or bagging!
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Sr. Joan Marie Garland, FCN, 61, died Wednesday at Flaget
Hospital, Bardstown. A natis'e of Paducah, she was a member
of Sisters of Charity of Nazareth for 42. years.
Sr. Garland had also served as a teacher in elementary
schools in Tennessee, Kentucky, Massachusetts and Maryland.
She served at Our Lady's Home for Infants, Louisville, from
1979-1985.
Survivors include' nine sisters. Mrs. Margaret Ross, Mrs.
Lucille Carrico, Mrs. Louise Carrico and Mrs. Ellen Forrester,
all of Mayfield, Mrs., Dorothy Stafford, Hilton Head Island,
S.C., Mrs. Theresa Desai, Indianapolis, Ind., Mrs. Rose Thomas,
Elsmere, Mrs. Judy Elliott, Fancy Farm, and Mrs. Marilyn
Miller, Sedalia; three brothers, William Garland, St. Charles,
Mo., Robert Garland, Murray, and Joseph Garland, Fancy Farm.
Services will be Friday at 10:30 am. at St. Vinson Church
in Nazareth. Burial will be in Nazareth Motherhouse Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m. today (Thursday) at St. Vinson
Church. Prayers will be at 6:30 p.m. tonight.
Billings-Maraman Funeral Home. Shepherdsville, is in charge
of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to Sisters of Charity of Nazareth retirement fund.

Herbert Mason Perry
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Sr. Joan Marie Garland

Mrs. Mary M. Parker

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
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